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ABSTRACT 
Microwave Signal Generation Using Self-Heterodyning 
of a Fast Wavelength Switching SG-DBR Laser 
Michael A. Bemacil 
Microwave signal generation is demonstrated using a single-chip fast wavelength-tunable 
SG-DBR laser. Microwave signals are established by a delayed self-heterodyne technique. The 
optical frequency of the laser is square-wave modulated between two closely spaced 
wavelengths. These two wavelengths are made time coincident using a fiber based Mach-
Zehnder interferometer. From the interferometer, the difference frequency is detected and 
amplified. The optical difference frequency takes on the form of a microwave signal that can be 
seen on an electrical spectrum analyzer. The hardware structure of the high-speed wavelength 
switching SG-DBR package is shown. The wavelength switching architecture and temperature 
robustness of the laser will also be presented. 
Microwave signals up to I7 GHz have been generated by frequency modulating the phase 
section of the laser. Measured from the microwave signal spectral width, laser linewidth values 
as narrow as 10 MHz have been achieved for low back mirror current inputs. Linewidth results 
with respect to device DC bias conditions are also presented. Time resolved frequency step 
measurements have shown inherent thermal transients of approximately 200 ns upon wavelength 
switching. From the square wave switching profile, switching times of approximately 24 ns 
were achieved. 
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XVII 
I. Introduction
 
The purpose of this project is to create and sustain microwave signal generation using 
self-heterodyning of a fast wavelength tunable SG-DBR laser. Further research into these lasers 
includes temperature robustness during DC bias lasing conditions and during microwave signal 
generation. Four series of microwave signals will be presented entailing an evolutionary process 
of spectral width, and linewidth reduction research. The evolutionary series will also show 
signal to noise ratio and relative phase noise improvements. Unmodulated laser linewidth 
measurements from delayed self-homodyne signals will be shown, as well as modulated 
linewidth measurements from delayed self-heterodyne generated microwave signals. 
Furthermore, laser linewidth dependence on system operating parameters will be presented, as 
well as a thorough linewidth characterization of the laser across the entire front & back mirror 
current tuning regions. Concluding data and analysis will present time resolved optical 
frequency step measurements to investigate thermal induced transients upon wavelength 
switching. This leads to probable linewidth broadening and limited wavelength switching times. 
Tunable lasers are currently the focus of much attention in the telecom industry, as they 
are expected to become the essential components for the next generation of dense wavelength 
division multiplexing systems [1]. Sampled Grating Distributed Bragg Reflector (SG-DBR) 
single-chip tunable lasers are a recent component used in DWDM systems. These 3 mm long 
diode laser chips can tune over the entire 1530 to 1560 nm telecommunication band with three 
current inputs controlling the laser wavelength. Previous research into SG-DBR lasers has led to 
demonstrations of fast wavelength switching capabilities of fewer than 5-ns for a 64-channel 
laser with switching accuracy of ±12 GHz [2]. As a result, new fronts in expanding knowledge 
and awareness of semiconductor tunable lasers are the focal point of much research in the 
telecom-photonics industry. On a longer term, tunable transmitters could; however, entirely 
replace fixed wavelength lasers, not only providing significant inventory savings but also 
simplifying equipment operation and maintenance [1]. 
Optical generation of microwave and millimeter-wave signals is of great interest for 
many applications such as broadband wireless access and sensor networks, software-defined 
radio, radar, and satellite communication systems. The key advantage of generating microwave 
or millimeter-wave signals by optical means is that very high-frequency signals with very low 
phase noise can be generated by beating two optical signals with a wavelength spacing 
corresponding to the desired microwave frequency [3]. Refer to Figure 1 for a conceptual 
description of this method. 
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Figure 1 - Conceptual framework of photonic microwave signal generation using a single 
wavelength tunable diode laser. The difference frequency from the time overlapped optical signals: 
Vt (At) & V2 (A2) are beat together at the photodetector thus creating an output power spectrum at 
the corresponding difference frequency in GHz. 
Literature searches have shown that tunable SG-DBR semiconductor lasers have not been 
extensively explored in photonic microwave signal generation. These lasers offer many 
desirable features such as fast switching times '"'-J 5 ns, good side mode suppression ratios (Ratios 
< 37 dB), broad-wavelength tuning ranges 40 nm (1528 - 1568 nm or 1568 - 1608 nm), as '"'-J 
well as lasing stability & repeatability. Furthermore, compared to conventional electronic 
processing, advantages of photonic processing include ultra high bandwidth, immtlnity to 
electromagnetic interference, flexibility, and so forth, which brings attractive application 
prospects in microwave and millimeter wave engineering [4]. Such applications include 
millimeter signal generation, Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR), Optical Coherence 
Tonlography (OCT), photodiode calibration, investigations into optical THz sources, and more. 
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There are three areas of this project that are heavily pursued as end goal performance 
criteria: 
1.	 High bandwidth generation of microwave signals with relatively narrow spectral width, 
as close as possible to the 10 MHz manufacturer linewidth specifications for this class of 
diode lasers. 
2.	 An evaluation of laser performance under various operating temperatures in order to find 
temperature threshold values during DC bias conditions and microwave signal 
generation. 
3.	 An investigation into the laser linewidth profile. This includes discovering certain 
modifications to the laser assen1bly and current bias settings that may be required to 
adequately sustain a narrow laser-linewidth and relatively narrow spectral-width 
microwave signals. 
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II. Background 
History of Microwave Signal Generation 
Microwave signal generation using optical self-heterodyning was first published in 1980. 
Theories based on microwave signal generation and manipulation have been investigated prior to 
the 80's; however, it wasn't until 1982 when a team of researchers lead by L. Goldberg from the 
Naval Research Laboratory in Washington D.C. published new findings of a technique for 
mixing optical waves to generate microwave-frequency signals using an injection laser diode and 
a fibre-optic interferometer. A beat signal was produced by interfering light from the laser with 
light fronl the sanle laser emitted earlier at a different frequency. The interferometer consisted of 
a fiber coupler joined to a single-mode optical fiber with a length of 1.1 Ian to provide a 5.5 JlS 
time delay. Figure 2(a) shows an arrangement of the experiment. Light from the laser is injected 
into one of the coupler input ports, and part of the light enters the fiber through one of the 
coupler output ports. After propagating through the fiber, the light enters the second input port 
of the coupler, where it mixes with the undelayed emission from the laser. Light from the 
second output coupler is focused onto a silicon avalanche photodiode that produces an electrical 
signal at the difference frequency for the delayed and undelayed laser emission [5]. 
The laser frequency was tuned by pulsed or bipolar current waveforms superimposed on 
a DC bias current. Figure 2(b) shows a series of microwave signals obtained by varying the 
peak-to-peak square waveform. 
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(b) 
Figure 2 - (a) Experimental arrangement for microwave signal generation. The system uses a fiber 
coupler to split the laser light into a direct path to the microwave spectrum analyzer, and into the 
1.1 km delay line. (b) Spectrum analyzer display of beat signal, as a function of peak-to-peak 
current modulation r5]. 
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Recognized Techniques to Establish Photonic Microwave Signal Generation 
1.) Dual Laser Configuration 
The first and most common form of photonic microwave signal generation consists of 
two laser beams from two different laser sources applied to a photodetector. A beat signal with a 
frequency equivalent to the spacing of the two wavelengths is acquired at the photodetector 
output. In order to generate a signal with low phase noise and high stability, the phases of the 
two laser sources must be locked. Locking is usually performed using optical injection locking, 
or by an optical phase-locked loop. For both methods, a high quality microwave reference is 
required [3]. 
A common method of generating mIcrowave signals from two laser sources was 
presented by Chan and Liu from the University of California, Los Angeles, in their publication: 
"Frequency Modulation on Single Sideband Using Controlled Dynamics of an Optically Injected 
Semiconductor Laser," see [6]. This technique exploits a master-slave laser arrangement. In a 
master-slave configuration with sufficient injection power, the optical frequency of the slave 
laser is injection locked to that of the master laser. By properly adjusting the injection strength 
and the frequency detuning, instability occurs through Hopf bifurcation into the period-one 
dynamical state. The result is a tunable microwave oscillation in the optical power of the slave 
laser. Figure 3 shows an experimental setup of the master-slave laser configuration. 
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Figure 3 - Schematics of experimental setup of master-slave laser configuration for microwave 
signal generation. ML: Master Laser; SL: Slave Laser; PL: Probe Laser; M: Mirror; BS: Beam 
Splitter; VA: Variable Attenuator; AOM: Acoustic Modulator; PBS: Polarizing Beam Splitter; FR: 
Faraday Rotator; HWP: Half-Wave Plate; P: Prism; PD: Fiber-Coupled Photodiode; A: Amplifier; 
MIX: Mixer; PSA: Power Spectrum Analyzer; OSC: Oscilloscope; and OSA: Optical Spectrum 
Analyzer [6]. 
The semiconductor lasers used in this experiment were 1.3 flm single-mode distributed 
feedback lasers. The slave laser was biased at 2.22 times its 18 rnA threshold, and the operating 
temperature was stabilized at 18°C. Light was injected into the slave laser from the master laser 
through a free-space circulator arrangement that consists of a polarizing beam splitter, a Faraday 
rotator, and a half-wave plate. The optical frequency of the master laser was tuned to be the 
same as that of the slave laser while 7.3 mW of light was injected into the front facet, or mirror, 
of the slave laser. The injection forces the slave laser into a period-one dynamical state, where 
its optical power oscillates at a microwave frequency of 15.24 GHz. This acts as the bias point 
upon which modulation is to be applied. The output from the slave laser was split in two by a 
beam splitter. The resulting optical and power spectra are monitored concurrently [6]. 
The parameters of the optical injection determine both the frequency and amplitude of the 
microwave oscillation. The injection field can be adjusted by a variable attenuator or intensity-
modulated by an acousto-optic modulator. A modulated injection can be realized by adding a 
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small amount of light from a probe laser, which is operated at about the same optical frequency 
as the master laser. The frequency difference between the master laser and the probe laser is 
equivalent to the modulation frequency of the injection. Figure 4 shows the microwave signal at 
15.24 GHz that is generated by the beating of the optical frequencies inside the photodiode. 
".-------------------------, 
l I 
, '1 I I ' 1 I:; , I "I, "I 1"7 ' 
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Figure 4 - Power spectrum of the slave laser under steady-state period-one oscillation; microwave 
center frequency (fo) = 15.24 GHz, resolution bandwidth = 3 MHz [6]. 
2.) External Modulation 
A second category used to create microwave signals is based on an external modulation 
technique. The external modulator can either be an electro-optic intensity modulator or a phase 
modulator. A system that could generate millimeter-wave signals using an external intensity 
modulator was proposed in 1992 by O'Reilly et al. [7]. A frequency-doubled electrical signal 
was optically generated by biasing the intensity modulator to suppress the optical carrier and the 
even-order optical sidebands. A 36 GHz millimeter-wave signal was generated when the 
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intensity modulator was driven by an 18 GHz microwave signal. Such a system was employed 
for remote delivery of video streams [8]. Recently, an approach using an external phase 
modulator to generate a frequency-quadrupled electrical signal was proposed in [9]. A Fabry­
Perot filter was used to select the two second-order optical sidebands. An electrical drive signal 
that has four times the frequency of the electrical drive signal was generated by beating two 
second-order sidebands at a photodetector. A key advantage of these approaches is that 
frequency-doubled or -quadrupled signals can be generated with a relatively low-speed external 
modulator. However, similar to approaches in the first category, a high quality microwave 
reference source is required [3]. 
3.) Single Mode Locked Laser 
The third category involves avoiding a reference mIcrowave source all together. 
Microwave or millimeter-wave signals are generated by using a single laser source. To obtain a 
beat signal at the output of a photodetector, the laser source should have either a single 
wavelength with dual longitudinal modes or two wavelengths operating in a single longitudinal 
mode (SLM) structure for each wavelength. The beating of the dual longitudinal modes or the 
two SLM wavelengths would generate a microwave signal with the required frequency [3]. 
Microwave signal generation using a mode locked was demonstrated by Deng and Yao 
from the University of Ottawa in their publication titled: "Photonic Generation of Microwave 
Signal Using a Rational Harmonic Mode-Locked Fiber Ring Laser" see [10]. To achieve this 
capability, a rational harmonic actively mode-locked fiber ring laser was built. Figure 5 shows a 
schematic diagram of the experimental setup. 
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Figure 5 - Schematic Diagram of the rational harmonic fiber ring laser. PC: Polarization 
Controller; 1M: Intensity Modulator; ISO: Isolator; EDFA: Erbium-Doped Fiber Amplifier; PD: 
Photodetector; ESA: Electrical Spectrum Analyzer; OSA: Optical Spectrum Analyzer (10J. 
An erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EOFA) is used in the laser cavity as a gain medium. 
An isolator (ISO) is integrated to ensure a unidirectional operation of the ring laser. A LiNb03 
intensity modulator driven by a reference source is incorporated into the laser cavity to achieve 
active mode locking. A polarization controller (PC) is used to adjust the polarization state of the 
light into the intensity modulator. The mode-locked output is obtained from the 10% port of the 
90: 10 coupler, which is then sent to a 25 GHz bandwidth photodetector (PO). The drive signal 
was set to 5.52 GHz. By slightly tuning the frequency of the drive signal and adjusting the PC, 
rational harmonic mode locking is produced. By applying the output to the PO, a microwave 
signal resulted from the beating between the mode-locked rational harmonics. Signals as high as 
the fourth order harmonic at 22.08 GHz were obtained. The frequency of the generated signal is 
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four times higher than the frequency of the microwave drive signal. Figure 6 shows an output 
spectrum of the beat signal [10]. 
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Figure 6 - Spectrum of beat signal of a fourth-order rational harmonic mode-locked fiber ring laser 
[10]. 
4.) Dual-Wavelength Fiber Ring Laser 
A recent achievement to generate microwave signals was successfully accomplished by 
Chen and Deng from the University of Ottawa, Canada, in their publication titled: "Photonic 
Generation of Microwave Signals Using a Dual-Wavelength Single-Longitudinal-Mode Fiber 
Ring Laser" sec [3]. This method also involves microwave signal generation using a single laser 
source. Two FBGs (Fiber-Bragg-Gratings) are used in the laser cavity. FBG1 is a UNTB 
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(Ultranarrow-Transmission-Band) FBG, which is used to restrict the laser's operation in SLM. 
FBG2 is a regular uniform dual-wavelength reflection FBG, which is used to select the 
ultranarrow dual-transmission bands of FBG 1. Figure 7 shows a schematic diagram of the dual-
wavelength SLM (Single-Longitudinal-Mode) fiber ring laser employed for microwave 
generation. 
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Figure 7 - Schematic diagram of the proposed dual-wavelength SLM fiber ring laser. PC: 
Polarization Controller; PD: Photodetector; ESA: Electrical Spectrum Analyzer; OSA: Optical 
Spectrum Analyzer; SOA: Semiconductor Optical Amplifier [3]. 
Three dual-wavelength UNTB FBGs (FBG1, FBG2, & FBG3) with wavelength spacing 
of 0.148,0.33, and 0.053 nm were fabricated. FBG 1 was initially incorporated into the fiber ring 
cavity. Chen and Den's research lead to the finding that simultaneous lasing of the two 
wavelengths requires a careful balance of the polarization state within the ring cavity and the net 
gain of the two wavelengths. When the driving current of the SOA is tuned to 145 rnA, a stable 
dual-wavelength laser is obtained. 
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By applying the lasing output to a photodetector, a beat signal is observed. Figure 8 
shows the electrical spectrum of the generated microwave signal. The inset in Figure 8 shows 
the details of the microwave signal with a span of 10 MHz. The microwave frequency is 18.68 
GHz, corresponding to the wavelength spacing of the dual wavelengths of 0.148 nm [3]. 
RF frequency (GH 
Figure 8 - Electrical Spectrum of the beat signal observed at the output of the photodetector. The 
inset shows the detail of the RF signal with a span of 10 MHz [3). 
5.) Microwave Signal Generation Utilizing a DFB-Laser Wavelength Chirp 
A recent attempt to generate microwave signals using a DFB-laser wavelength chirp has 
been explored by G. Kovacs and T. Berceli in [11]. A distributed-feedback laser was used to 
generate microwave signals using an interferometer to create optical difference frequencies. 
This was achieved by amplitude modulating the laser bias current and utilizing the accidental 
frequency-modulated byproduct of the output laser light. An RF triangular and rectangular 
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waveform was injected into the laser bias current section with a modulation period 
corresponding to an odd-integer multiple of twice the delay period of the interferometer. Refer 
to Equation (1). 
(1) 
Td = (2n + 1) Tmod => Tmod = Td [( 2 )]2 2n+l 
Where n = 0,1,2 ...N 
The DFB chirp created an optical difference frequency used to generate a microwave signal at 
the output of the interferometer. The optical frequency, or wavelength, difference was incident 
onto a 0-50 GHz bandwidth photodetector and the generated microwave signals were observed 
with an electrical spectrum analyzer. Refer to Figures 9(a) & 9(b) for the experimental setup and 
generated microwave signal results. 
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Figure 9 - (a) Shown experimental setup. The system involves two different wavelengths generated 
from a single wavelength modulated source. This was accomplished by splitting the optical output 
of the laser into a two-arm combiner with a short and long-arm, providing appropriate delay 
between the two arms. The two arms are then recombined by a second optical coupler, and 
received by a high bandwidth photodetector. (b) Measured spectrum at the detector output for a 
triangular modulation waveform. It was found that by decreasing the modulation frequency, the 
generated microwave frequency also decreased with an increase in relative signal power [11]. 
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III. Theory 
This section examines some of the basic concepts of interference between two optical 
fields. For the purposes of the thesis, the concept of interference was central to the development 
of microwave signals. Overall this section describes the theory of optical heterodyning, delayed 
self-heterodyning, optical homodyning, and delay self-homodyning methods used to interfere 
optical fields. In this project, only the delay self-heterodyning and delayed self-homodyning 
techniques were used. 
Optical Heterodyning: Interference between Two Fields 
A common technique of optical heterodyning uses a local oscillator laser as a 
measurement reference to measure a second signal source with unknown spectral characteristics. 
Interference of a wave with a delayed version of itself will also be discussed. In either case, 
interference between waves causes intensity variations that are detectable using a photodiode. 
When the photocurrent is analyzed with electronic instrumentation, information on the optical 
carrier variations can be acquired. Figure 10 shows an experimental setup for interfering two 
optical fields. 
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Figure 10 - Experimental setup for interfering two optical fields. The electrical spectrum analyzer 
display is proportional to the photocurrent power spectrum [12]. 
Consider two optical fields, represented by Equations (2) & (3), incident on the photodetector 
after passing through the combiner shown in Figure 10. 
(2) 
(3) 
E (I) - ~P (I) j(21Z"vLOt+tPLO(t))
LO - LO e 
The two fields are scaled such that their magnitudes squared are proportional. to optical powers, 
i.e. P(t) ~ IE(t)12• In Equations (2) & (3), the input optical field frequency is denoted by vs, while 
the local oscillator field frequency is denoted by VLO. The phase of the input field is denoted by 
<Ps(t), and the phase of the local oscillator field is denoted by <PLO(t). If each field were 
individually detected on a photodetector, the resulting photocurrent would follow only the power 
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variations - pet), and all the phase information would be lost. The optical phase <pet) takes into 
account any laser-phase noise or optical frequency modulation. For reference, the value ofv at a 
wavelength of 1550 nm is 194 THz. Thus the total phase, 21tV + <pet) of each optical field, 
changes at a rate that is too fast for electronic instrumentation to respond [12]. Figure 11 shows 
the optical power spectrum of the two fields. 
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Figure 11 - Optical Spectrum of modulated laser light. Es - Input field magnitude, ELO - Local 
oscillator field magnitude, m - Modulation index, fm - Subharmonic frequencies below 100 GHz 
[12]. 
In Figure 11 the local oscillator has constant power and the signal laser has a small 
intensity index designated by "m." The local oscillator frequency is set to a lower optical 
frequency than the signal under test in order to obtain the correct spectral density. The optical 
combiner distributes the spatially overlapped optical fields to the photodetector where 
interference is detected. Thus the total field as a function time, ET(t), at the photodetector is: 
(4) 
Er (t) == Es (t) +ELO (t) 
20 
Since the power at the detector is proportional to the magnitude of the total optical field squared, 
and not the optical field itself, the resulting photodetection is nonlinear with respect to the optical 
field. This allows the detection of interference between fields. The photocurrent generated in 
the detector is proportional to the squared magnitude of the field. Refer to Equation (5). 
(5) 
Where "R" is the responsivity of the photodetector, in Amps/Watt, given by: 
(6) 
9t = 'ldq 
hv 
In Equation (6), lld is represented as the detector quantum efficiency ranging from 0 to less than 
or equal to 1. This is a measure of the conversion efficiency of incident photons into electrical 
charge. The parameters q and hv are electronic charge: q = 1.6021 X 10-]9 C, and photon energy: 
h = 6.6256 x 10-34 J, where v = ciA. By using the relations fIF = Vs - VLO and ~<p(t) = <Ps(t) - <PLO(t) 
and substituting Equations 2, 3, & 4 into Equation 5, the following equation for the photocurrent 
can be obtained [12]: 
(7) 
i(t) =9tl~ (t) + PLO + 2~~ (t)PLO cos(2ifIFt + ~¢>(t))J 
21 
Ps(t) and PLO(t) correspond to the direct intensity detection of Es(t) and ELO(t). The third 
term in Equation 6 is a significant heterodyne mixing term. The actual optical frequencies are 
gone and only the difference frequency is left. Thus the heterodyne method is able to shift 
spectral information from high optical frequencies to frequencies that can be measured with 
electronics. Refer to Figure 12. 
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Figure 12 - Photocurrent spectrum after heterodyne transformation of the optical spectrum to low 
frequencies for electronic analysis (12]. 
In the optical heterodyne method the local oscillator serves as a reference, with known 
frequency, amplitude, and phase characteristics. As a result the signal spectrum, including both 
intensity and frequency contributions, can be obtained. Table 1 shows some advantages and 
disadvantages to the optical heterodyning technique. 
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Table 1 - Optical Heterodyne Trade orcs 
Advantafles Disadvantafles 
Highest sensitivity May require an OSA to match LO 
wavelen~th with si~nal wavelen~th 
Measures extremely narrow linewidths 
(Limited by LO linewidth) 
Local oscillator needs to have low frequency 
jitter and linewidth compared to linewidth 
of laser under test 
Measures asynlmetric lineshape and 000­
Lorentzian characteristics 
Requires wavelength tracking if test laser 
wavelength changes because of variations in 
temperature, optical feedback, or injection 
current 
Characterizes optical frequency jitter 
Delayed Self-Heterodyning 
The delayed self-heterodyne technique provides a simple way to generate microwave 
signals using SG-DBR lasers. Delayed self-heterodyning is advantageous over optical 
heterodyning because it does not require a separate local oscillator laser. This in tum takes 
advantage of the large optical delays attainable with optical fiber. Figure 13 shows a drawing of 
the delayed self-heterodyne concept. 
E"fl 
... i 
Figure 13 - Optical measurement using delayed self-heterodyning method (12]. 
The incident light is split into two paths by the interferometer. The optical frequency of one arm 
is offset with respect to the other. If the delay, to, of one path is exceeds the coherence time, t c, 
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of the source, the two combining beams interfere as if they originated from two independent 
lasers offset in frequency by Bv. Refer to Figure 14. 
\::.~;':·"'T, 
~ 
Figure 14 - Equivalent circuit of delayed self-heterodyne method when the interferometer delay 
time is larger than the signal coherence time [12]. 
Hence the system performs similarly to optical heterodyning. The beat tone produced is 
displaced from 0 Hz by the "Bv" frequency shift. An electrical spectrum analyzer displays the 
beat tone that is broadened by the laser linewidth. Figure 15 shows the translation of linewidth 
information form high optical frequencies to low electrical frequencies for electronic 
instrumentation operations. 
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Figure 15 - Delayed self-heterodyne mixing of the laser field with a frequency shift duplicate [12]. 
As with the optical heterodyne case, the spectrum obtained from the ESA is a convolution of the 
individual power spectrum of the interfering waves [12]. 
A minimum delay requirement of the interferometer with respect to the laser linewidth is 
set by the requirement for incoherent mixing: 
(8) 
1 
'f >­
o - ~v 
When this condition is satisfied, the mixing becomes independent of the phase of the interfering 
light, leading to a more stable measurement. For a linewidth of 10 MHz, the linewidth 
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manufacturer specification of the SG-DBR laser used in this project, the minimum required 
differential time delay would be about 100 ns. This corresponds to approximately 20 m of a 
singlemode fiber optic delay line. 
The delayed self-heterodyne photocurrent spectrum consists of direct detection combined 
with the desired mixing product: 
(9) 
This translates to the ESA signal spectrum equal to the direct detection spectrum plus the self-
heterodyne spectrum, where bV is the shift frequency applied to the field traversing one arm of 
the interferometer. Since the mixing term is fundamentally the test laser spectrum convolved 
with itself and displayed in frequency by bV, the displayed linewidth will always be symmetrical, 
even if the original lineshape had important asymmetries [12]. Refer to Chapter VII for further 
details regarding laser linewidth measurements using delayed self-heterodyning techniques. 
Table 2 shows some advantages and disadvantages to the delayed self-heterodyning method. 
Table 2 - Delayed Self-Heterodyne Trade Offs 
AdvantaQes DisadvantaQes 
Simple experimental setup Does not measure asymmetric Iineshape 
Less sensitive to slow wavelength drift Limited on maximum Iinewidth 
measurement by frequency shifter 
Measures narrow Iinewidth lasers Av ­ 5 
kHz (fiber delay dependent) 
Linewidth overestimate due to frequency 
fitter - This can be corrected 
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Optical Homodyning: Interference Between a Field and a Delayed Replica 
Optical homodyning refers to the case where one of the two interfering fields is a delayed 
version, or replica, of the other field. This condition can be created using a variety of optical 
circuits. For the purposes of this thesis, the device chosen for heterodyning and homodyning 
was a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. Figure 16 shows a block diagram of a Mach-Zehnder 
interferometer that analyzes photocurrent given an optical signal and a delayed version of the 
same signal beat against the photodetector. 
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Figure 16 - Mach-Zehnder interferometer with optical detection and instrumentation for 
photocurrent analysis (12]. 
The input field is split and routed along two paths with unequal lengths. Time "to" is the 
differential time delay between the two fields traversing both arms of the interferometer. The 
photocurrent generated at the detector is found in a similar way as with the heterodyne case: 
(10) 
i(t) = 9tl~(t) + P2(t) + 2~~P2 cos(2nvo'l"o + ~¢(t, 'l"o))J 
PI(t) = Power delivered to the photodetector from interferometer path - I 
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P2(t) = Power delivered to the photodetector from interferometer path - 2
 
21tVoTo= Average phase-setting of the interferometer
 
~<p(t,To) = <pet) - <pet-To) = Time-varying phase difference caused by the phase or frequency
 
modulation of the input signal and the interferometer delay To.
 
The interferometer free-spectral range, or FSR, is defined as the change in optical frequency to 
obtain a phase shift of 2n between the two combining fields. Figure 17 shows the FSR 
represented by the frequency difference between the two peaks. 
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Figure 17 - Dependence of interferometer output on the phase difference between the interfering 
fields [12]. 
Note from Equation 10 and Figure 17 that the FSR is the reciprocal of the net interferometer 
differential delay "To" [12] 
Varying the interferometer delay, or the average optical frequency, can cause the 
photocurrent to swing from minimum to maximum as shown in Figure 17. This is based on the 
assumption that ~<p(t,To) is small. Some examples of minimum and maximum current swing 
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limitations are lack of polarization alignment between fields, mismatch between path losses 
through the interferometer, or the limited coherence time of the optical source [12]. 
If the average phase 21tVot o is equal to n/2, or in a general sense, equal to 1[(2n + 1/2) 
where n = 0, 1, 2, ...N, the interferometer is biased in quadtrature, as shown in Figure 17. In 
other words, field-2 is 1[/2 out of phase with respect to field-I. When the interferometer is biased 
in quadrature, it can linearly transform small optical-phase expeditions "~<p(t,to)" about the 
quadrature point. Thus the interferometer can function as a frequency discriminator as long as 
operation is confined to the approximately linear part of the interferometer transfer characteristic. 
At the quadrature point Equation 10 becomes: 
(11 ) 
i(/)=ffi[~(/)+~(/)+2~~~ cos(; +~¢(/"o))]
 
~ i(/) = ffil~(/) + ~ (I) + 2~~~ sin(~¢(/, ,J)J 
If ~<p(t,to) is relatively small, the small angle approximation: sin(~<p(t,to)) :::; ~<p(t,to) can be used. 
As such, the discrin1inator acts as a linear transducer converting phase or frequency modulation 
into power variations that can be measured with a photodetector: 
(12) 
i(/) = ffil~ (I) + ~ (I) + 2~~~ ~¢(/, '0)J 
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The first two terms in Equation 12 correspond to direct detection; the third term is the useful 
interference signal. Additionally, the application of the interferometer as a discrin1inator 
includes measuring laser phase-noise, time-domain chirp, and FM response. In these 
applications, the interferon1eter delay, To, must be smaller than the average coherence time, Tc, to 
maintain strong interferometer contrast, which is a measure of the difference between Imax and 
Imin shown in Figure 17 [12]. 
Delayed Self-Homodyning 
The delayed self-heterodyne and self-homodyne techniques are nearly the same with the 
exception of an optical frequency shifter in the delayed self-heterodyne case. As such, the 
delayed self-homodyne method provides a simple approach to measure the linewidth of an 
unmodulated laser, as is the case in this thesis project. Delayed self homodyning, like self 
heterodyning, is well suited for linewidth measurements and, in this case, photonic microwave 
signal generation because of the extremely high resolution afforded 'by using optical 
interferometers with low insertion loss fiber-optic delays. However, as with the delayed self­
heterodyne method, any jitter in laser frequency will broaden the measured linewidth and the 
produced microwave signal. To reduce the effect of linewidth broadening the measurement can 
be performed further down the displayed lineshape [12]. Refer to Chapter VII, p.84, for further 
details regarding laser linewidth measurements using the delayed self-homodyning technique. 
Figure 18 shows a Mach-Zehnder interferometer utilized to demonstrate the delayed self­
homodyne method. 
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Figure 18 - Delayed self-homodyne measurement setup for a laser linewidth measurement using a 
Mach-Zehnder interferometer. PS: Polarizing splitter; PC: Polarization controller; SMF: Single 
mode fiber [12]. 
The interferometer must deliver to the photodetector two fields, one being a delayed replica of 
the other. The coherence requirement is fulfilled if the differential delay of the interferometer 
satisfies Equation 8. The reasons for this delay requirement are similar to the delayed self-
heterodyne case, see sub-section: Delayed Self Heterodyning, p.23. 
The photocurrent spectrum for the delayed self-homodyne technique consists of direct 
detection as well as the desired mixing product; however, the frequency shift "8v" is now absent: 
(13) 
Si(f) =91 2 {Sd(f) + 2[Ss (V) ® Ss (-v)]} 
Recall that Equation 9 translates to the ESA signal spectrum equal to the direct detection plus the 
self-heterodyne spectrum. Since the mixing term is fundamentally the test-laser spectrum 
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convolved with itself, the displayed lineshape will always be symmetrical, regardless if the 
originallineshape had important asymmetries [12]. 
The translation of linewidth information from the optical spectrum to the electrical 
spectrum is shown in Figure 19. Note since the delayed self-homodyne method centers the 
mixing spectrum at 0 Hz, only half of the symmetrical spectrum is viewed. 
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Figure 19 - The delayed self-homodyne mixing of the laser field with itself [12]. 
For the case of the laser lineshapes described by Lorentzian or Gaussian functions, the displayed 
electrical power spectrum will have identical functional, or conical, shapes to the actual optical 
spectrum due to the autocorrelation operation. This preserves the shape of the optical spectrum 
upon transformation into the electrical power spectrum later in the process. Table 3 shows some 
advantages and disadvantages to the delayed self-homodyning technique. 
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Table 3 - Delayed Self-Homodyne Trade Offs 
Advantaf!es Disadvantaf!es 
Simple experimental setup Does not measure asymmetric lineshape 
Less sensitive to slow wavelength drift Linewidth overestimate due to frequency 
jitter ­ This can be corrected 
Measures narrow linewidth lasers Av ­ 5 
kHz (fiber delay dependent) 
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IV. SG-DBR Laser Attributes 
Lasing Characteristics 
The primary laser chosen for this experiment was the lDS Uniphase / Agility MKS-063­
B widely tunable laser. The unit was internally modified by the manufacturer to allow for fast 
wavelength switching. Refer to Appendix A, p.150, for additional laser specifications. Figure 
20 shows a top view of the SG-DBR laser diode chip used in the experiment. 
Waveguide 
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Mirror Segment Adjust Mirror Amplifier 
Figure 20 - Photograph of a single chip tunable laser (top view). The bond pads from left to right 
are the (a) back facet mirror, (b) gain segment (c) phase shift segment, (d) front facet mirror and (e) 
output amplifier. The entire chip is approximately 3 mm long. 
This chip has five segments requiring separate DC current biases. The gain section provides for 
the amplification needed to obtain stimulated emission. The back mirror and front mirror form 
current-controlled wavelength dependent reflectivity to tune the wavelength of the laser. The 
phase section performs concise 'current-controlled stretching' of the laser cavity to make fine 
adjustments in the wavelength. A feedback control and sensor loop from a TEe (thermal electric 
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cooler) temperature controller to the laser provides the necessary thermistor resistance to 
maintain the desired operating temperature. 
The author's work in the publication titled: SG-DBR Single-chip Wavelength Tunable 
Lasers for Swept Source OCT [13] provides a strong basis for a further explanation of the 
capabilities of these lasers. This publication was supplemented by previous Master's Thesis 
research performed by Andrew DeKelaita, a fellow student-colleague. DeKelaita's research 
utilized an effort to characterize the wavelength tuning properties of these SG-DBR lasers. 
Some key strengths of the lasers include small size, portability, wide wavelength tuning range ­
providing good OCT distance resolution, fast switching speeds - improved update rates, wide 
center wavelength selection, and low power consumption. The weaknesses, currently the subject 
of continuing research, is the complex wavelength tuning mechanism - three wavelength control 
currents, wider laser linewidth - on the order of 10 MHz or higher, fair output power "J 10 mW, 
and the need for improved laser packaging. 
SG-DBR single monolithic tunable chip lasers were originally developed for 
telecommunication applications. These devices allow for a wide wavelength tuning range over 
the erbium-doped fiber amplifier operational band of 1525 to 1565 nm, or the extended L-band 
of 1565 to 1605 nm. As previously noted, the sections that control wavelength tuning are the 
front and back mirrors, and the phase segment. The back mirror, front mirror and phase sections 
use higher bandgap materials so that they are not absorbing at the lasing wavelength. Figure 21 
illustrates a cross sectional view of the laser-top-view in Figure 20. 
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Figure 21 - Cross sectional diagram of the SG-DBR laser shown in Figure 20. The gain section of 
the laser provides the required amplification to build and sustain stimulated emission. The front 
and back mirrors provide wavelength dependent reflectivity to select the lasing wavelength of the 
laser. The phase section provides fine adjustments to the effective spacing between the mirrors. 
Lastly, the semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) boosts the output power from the laser. Figure 
courtesy of Andrew DeKelaita. 
A thorough understanding of the sampled Bragg grating located below the back mirror and front 
mirror segments of the laser is a key concept to comprehending the wavelength tuning 
capabiliti~s. A complex reflectivity spectrum is established by periodically removing the Bragg 
segments from the SG-DBR device; a method not utilized in traditional Bragg reflectors 
equipped with continuous gratings. This complicated reflectivity spectrum can be seen in Figure 
22. 
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Figure 22 - (a) Illustration of the front and back mirror reflectivity as a function of wavelength; 
approximate spacing between reflectivity peaks is 5 nm. (b) The reflectivity versus wavelength 
function of part (a) is the result of a sampled (discontinuous) Bragg grating structure. Figure 
courtesy of Andrew DeKelaita. 
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The vertical lines below the front mirror and back mirror contacts, seen in Figure 20, represent 
the periodic removal of the grating segments. 
The Bragg gratings are constructed such that they have a wide reflectivity peak 
distributed over the 1525 nm to 1565 nm range. The intermittent grating structure, shown in 
Figure 22(b), initiates a Fabry-Perot interferometer effect between the individual Bragg grating 
reflectors resulting in the periodic reflectivity versus wavelength function. .Due to the 5 nm 
spacing between reflectivity peaks and a mean waveguide refractive index of 3.3, the 
consequential spacing between the Bragg reflector segments "L" is 72 JlIl1. Refer to Equation 14. 
(14) 
~A=~
 
2nL 
n = Index of refraction of the waveguide 
The sampled Bragg Grating forms the wavelength, or frequency, dependent reflectivity 
characteristic. Refer to Figure 23. 
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Figure 23 - (a) Reflectivity peaks of front and back mirror segments as a function of wavelength. 
The spacing between the interrupted gratings is slightly different in the front and back mirrors 
resulting in a different periodicity in the reflectivity versus wavelength function. The laser 
oscillates only when the reflectivity peaks from the front and back mirror are aligned. (b) A 
measured spectrum from an SG-DBR laser. Figure courtesy of Andrew DeKelaita. 
The wavelength of the SG-DBR laser is controlled by alignment of the reflectivity peaks of the 
front and back mirrors; Figure 23(a). Only the first of the four-reflectivity peaks is well aligned 
forcing the laser to oscillate at this wavelength. Figure 23(b) shows a measured spectrum of the 
laser from an OSA. The spectrum entails one strong lasing mode and several small residual 
power peaks; typically 40 dB suppressed with respect to the dominant lasing mode. The residual 
peak's periodicity corresponds to the reflectivity versus wavelength function of the front and 
back mirrors. The peaks are spaced at 5 nm in this device. The arrows connecting Figure 23(a) 
with Figure 23(b) represent the front and back mirror reflectivity peak-alignment, at the specified 
wavelength, corresponding to the lasing modes shown in Figure 23(b). As such, the alignment of 
the front and back mirror reflectivity peaks determines the lasing wavelength. 
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The wavelength tuning mechanism involves injecting current into the front mlITor 
segment, back mirror segment, and the phase section of the laser. This in turn changes the 
carrier density in the segments thus changing the index of refraction; permittivity and 
permeability based frequency dependence of optical materials. Finally the index of refraction 
will move the position of the reflectivity peaks as the wavelength deviates. For practical values 
of current excitation, each reflectivity peak can be moved by up to 5 nm. Tuning over the entire 
amplification range of the laser is accomplished by moving between the reflectivity peaks that 
are 5 nm spaced from each other. 
Wavelength Tuning Characteristics 
By generating a wavelength tuning-look up table that utilizes current changes in the front 
mirror, back mirror, and phase segments of the SG-DBR laser, a distinctive wavelength-tuning 
ramp can be produced. Figure 24 shows a tuning curve detailing the wavelength of the laser as 
the current in the front and back mirrors is varied. 
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Figure 24 - An illustration of the wavelength tuning characteristics of the SG-DBR laser. The 
specified wavelengths, where the laser is operating on the same set of front mirror and back mirror 
reflectivity peaks, are shown in a common color code. Each wavelength-labeled sector represents a 
region where the lasing wavelengths are within 1 nm. Figure courtesy of Andrew DeKelaita. 
The laser oscillates at approximately 1549 nm with no current applied to either the front or the 
back mirrors. Note the tuning path from 1549 to 1542 nm. Here a continuous change in 
wavelength can be achieved by simultaneously increasing the current in each mirror and 
following the diagonal path from 1549 to 1542 nm. This path signifies a continuous wavelength 
sweep trail were both the front and back mirror reflectivity peaks slide together with respect to 
wavelength. The current applied to the phase section controls the round trip delay through this 
section allowing for a control of the cavity length and thus the oscillation wavelength. This 
section controls fine tuning of the laser wavelength with a typical sensitivity range of I to 5 
GHz/mA of tuning current change. Refer to Figure 25. 
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Figure 25 - Lasing frequency as a function of current for the phase segment of the SG-DBR laser. 
Notice the change in optical frequency with respect to current is - 5 to 10 GHz/mA resulting in a 
high resolution "fine" tuning attribute of the laser optical frequency upon utilizing the phase 
section for wavelength switching. 
It is necessary to incorporate current tuning of the phase section of the laser alongside the front 
and back mirrors in order to sustain a linear wavelength-tuning ramp. 
Figure 26 shows how the entire tuning range of the laser can be obtained by following the 
adjacent diagonal paths through the tuning curve shown in Figure 24. 
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Figure 26 - Outlined tuning algorithm for an SG-DBR wavelength ramp. A path for current 
control necessary to construct a tuning ramp is illustrated with the following path sequence: (a) 
Starting path 1568nm - 1564nm. (b) 1564nm - 1560nm. (c) 1559nm - 1554nm. (d) 1552nm ­
1547nm. (e) 1546nm - 1541nm. (f) 1540nm - 1536nm. (g) 1535nm - 1530nm. (h) 1529nm - 1525nm. 
(i) 1524nm - 1520nm. Figure courtesy of Andrew DeKelaita. 
Figure 26 shows how the laser first continuously tunes across a reflectivity peak and then jumps 
to an adjacent reflectivity peak at the same wavelength in order to sustain a 'concatenated' linear 
wavelength-tuning ramp. The caption in the figure highlights a sequence of paths that could be 
followed in order to create such a ramp. The ramp outlined sweeps the wavelength of the laser 
from 1520 to 1568 nm; this is a combination of all the algorithms: a.) through i.) shown in Figure 
26. 
Figures 27(a) through 27(c) shows three-dimensional views of the front & back mirror 
currents with respect to wavelength. A complex Lab View program was written to automate two 
DC ILX current sources in an effort to characterize the wavelength switching capabilities of the 
laser. The program began with both the front and back mirror current sources set to 0 rnA, while 
the phase section remained constant at a 5.5 rnA reference setting. The current source for the 
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front mirror would setup in current from 0 to 35 rnA, the maximum safe operating current for the 
front mirror. The steps were in 0.5 rnA increments. Once the front mirror source reached 35 rnA 
it would reset to 0 rnA at which time the back mirror current source would increment from 0 to 
0.5 rnA. The front mirror source would continue once again from 0 to 35 rnA. This process 
continued until the front mirror source reached 35 rnA and the back mirror source reached 60 
rnA, the maximum safe operating current for the back mirror. The resulting wavelength was 
recorded for every step mirror current input. 
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Figure 27 - Three-dimensional views of the SG-DBR laser tuning profile. (a) Top level view of 
distinct wavelength regions shown in Figures 25 and 26 can be seen. (b) Depth view of contours 
along the front-back mirror plane. The vertical arrows represent 5 nm mode jumps corresponding 
to discrete current tuning of the front and back mirror section currents. The horizontal arrows 
represent the 1 nm 'tile-like' regions between wavelengths; the same regions seen in Figures 25 & 
26. (c) Cross-sectional view of wavelength switching characteristics. The circles detail 40 nm mode 
hops at the end of the IR switching spectrum: - 1520 to 1565 nm. Three-dimensional graphs 
generated using MATLAB Simulink. 
Wavelength Switching Characteristics 
Given that these lasers were originally designed for telecommunications applications, it 
was not necessary to quickly switch the laser wavelength. However, for microwave signal 
generation using delayed-self heterodyning, it is necessary to encompass fast switching in order 
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to beat an optical signal at a specified frequency, or wavelength, against another frequency 
signal. Details regarding the procedure used to generate microwave signals in this project will be 
presented in Chapter V, p.54-55. Most telecommunication applications utilize integrated low 
pass filters built in the laser package to minimize the potential for wavelength drift after the 
wavelength of the laser has been set to a specified communication channel. Two SG-DBR laser 
prototypes were built in order to investigate fast wavelength switching. These prototypes had the 
internal low pass filters removed to allow for fast switching. Refer to Figure 28. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 28 - (a) Prototype 1: SG-DBR laser chip connected to a series of 50-ohm microstrip lines 
embedded into an alumina substrate. The microstrip lines lead to high-speed K-connectors that 
allow for high-speed frequency and amplitude modulation; prototype designed by Michael 
Bernacil. (b) Prototype 2: Agility / JDS Uniphase Laser butterfly-packaged chip with internal low 
pass filters removed. The leads are fed with O.08S-inch diameter semi-rigid coaxial cable to allow 
high-speed (modulation) drive of the packaged device; prototype design courtesy of Ben Maher. 
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The first approach, Prototype 1, involved individual SG-DBR laser chips mounted onto a gold 
plate-carrier and then wirebonded to a 50-ohm matched microstrip lines custom fabricated on an 
Aluminum substrate. Figure 29 shows two views of the SG-DBR chips and the chip anatomy. 
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Figure 29 - (a) Schematic diagram of a laser die prior to flip-chip bonding. (b) Cross section of p­
down chip-on-carrier section detailing semiconductor layers and thickness' [2J. 
Figure 30 shows graphic drawings used to fabricate the thin film circuits (alumna substrates with 
embedded microstrip lines). 
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Figure 30 - (a) Drawing of thin film aluminum substrate illustrating locations and dimensions of 
microstrip lines. (b) Diagram of substrate illustrating impendence and material composition. 
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A grin lens assembly was used to couple light from the output of the chip into a single mode 
fiber to be used for down-stream experimentation, see Figure 28(a). Due to an unforeseeable 
weakness in the output power of the prototype I SG-DBR chip laser, prototype 2, the JDS Laser, 
was chosen as the reliable 'primary' candidate to proceed with fast wavelength switching and 
microwave signal generation research. 
Figure 28(b) shows a close up of JDS package laser and assembly. Semi-rigid coaxial 
cables are connected to the pins of the butterfly package to reduce the parasitic electrical effects 
of the package leads. The leads were suspended over an RT-Duroid dielectric surface to sustain 
a 50-ohm transmission line connection. 
As previously noted in Chapter I, p.l, previous research into SG-DBR lasers has led to 
demonstrations of fast wavelength switching capabilities of fewer than 5 ns for a 64 channel 
laser with switching accuracy of ±12 GHz [2]. The frequency modulation response of the JDS 
laser was tested to determine the possible wavelength switching speed. Figure 31(a) shows an 
example measurement of the packaged SG-DBR IDS laser apparatus shown in Figure 28(b). 
With a bias-T, a sinusoidal AC current waveform was applied to the phase section of the laser 
inducing sinusoidal frequency modulation. The laser output was then applied to a frequency 
tunable bandpass filter, tunable across the infrared C-band that covers the entire tunable 
wavelength bandwidth. The filter used in this experiment was the CIDRA Widely Tunable 
Bandpass Filter; refer to Appendix B, p.156, for additional specifications. The laser output was 
applied to the negative skirt of the filter. As a result, the optical center frequency was adjusted 
so that the laser was located offset from the wavelength of maximum transmission. Refer to 
Figure 31 (b). This transformed frequency changes to intensity changes, thus utilizing the optical 
filter as a frequency discriminator. By varying the frequency of the sinusoidal modulation 
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waveform, the frequency response of the discriminator was obtained. The frequency response 
curve shown in Figure 31 (a) shows that the laser package can be efficiently modulated up to 100 
MHz. Using a time bandwidth product of "1" suggests that wavelength switching times fewer 
than 10 ns are possible. A similar experiment utilizing pre-emphasis to measure the switching 
speed of these lasers is presented in [2], which resulted in the discovery of switching times as 
fast as 5 ns. Figure 31 (c) shows the experimental setup used to judge the switching speed of the 
SG-DBR laser. 
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Figure 31 - (a) Frequency modulation (FM) efficiency of the phase segment of the SG-DBR laser 
with respect to modulation frequency. (b) Dominant lasing mode beating against negative skirt of 
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the bandpass filter: 1 MHz sinusoid-modulation waveform. The blue curve shows the lasing mode 
with no applied modulation. The pink curve shows the lasing mode, upon sinusoidal modulation of 
1 MHz, dithering along the negative slope of the filter. This curve represents a time-averaged 
screen capture from the OSA. (c) Experimental setup of FM efficiency measurement system shown 
via block diagram. FM: front mirror, BM: back mirror, P: phase section, G: gain section, SOA: 
semiconductor optical amplifier. A low frequency 10kHz to 1 GHz bandwidth amplifier was used 
in the experiment. Laser current settings - front mirror: 20 rnA; back mirror: 30 rnA; phase 
section DC offset: 5.5 rnA; gain section: 100 rnA, SOA: 150 rnA. Note the laser output fiber can be 
directed to the bandpass filter or the OSA. 
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v. Microwave Signal Generation: Series I 
Experimental Setup 
This project will experimentally demonstrate an approach to photonic microwave signal 
generation that is different than the methods described in Chapter 1. The experimental setup does 
not require wavelength locking of a master laser to a slave laser, an external intensity modulator, 
or locking of longitudinal modes. Microwave signals are generated through a single laser design 
by a self-heterodyning effect. Recall the laser chosen for this experiment was the JDSU Inc. 
tunable diode laser internally modified by the manufacturer to allow for fast wavelength 
switching. The laser was built on an aluminum block surface designed to provide an optimal 
heat sink for the laser package. Figures 32(a) & (b) show photographs of the laser assembly and 
mounting orientation. 
(a) 
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(b) 
Figure 32 - (a) Laser assembly and mounting structure. The current input-connection types where 
built as custom cut SMA cables designed to withstand high frequency inputs upon section 
modulation. The thermal-electric-cooler (TEC) connections leading to a TEC current source are 
also shown. These connections detail the location of the temperature feedback sensor and 
thermistor to provide the necessary input-output current for operating temperature stability. (b) 
Close up of laser current input terminals, RT-duriod strips under the terminals, and the FR-4 
board ground plane. 
The laser was mounted on the aluminum surface in a recessed fashion where the current source 
terminals remain slightly suspended over a surface made of copper FR-4 board. This surface 
acts as the ground plane for the high frequency SMA current input connections. Underneath the 
current source terminals lay strips of RT-duriod cut to precise dimensions equal to the 
dimensions of the bronze terminals on the laser. This was done to sustain a 50-0 impedance 
matched environment at the terminals. Refer to Figure 32(b). 
With the use of a function generator and bias-T, a square wave drive current with a 
repetition frequency of l/(7lls) equaling 143 kHz, was applied to the section of the laser chosen 
for modulation. The bias-Twas built to bias the modulation current from the function generator 
with a DC offset from an independent DC source for the desired section. Ultimately, the section 
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resulted in having two current sources; one to provide the RF modulation and the other to 
provide a DC offset for the modulation. An inline 30 dB attenuator was inserted at the output of 
the square wave drive current, prior to input into the bias-T, to mitigate the possibility of over 
loading the desired section with modulation current. The square wave current modulation causes 
the laser to switch back and forth between two adjacent optical frequencies, or wavelengths. 
The output of the laser is coupled into a single mode fiber pigtail and sent into a Mach­
Zehnder interferometer with a 3.5 IlS path time delay difference. The long delay path of the 
interferometer builds up a 0 to 3.5 IlS time record at AI. The current drive then forces the laser to 
A2 for the 3.5 Ils to 7 Ils portion of the modulation period. The output of the Mach-Zehnder 
interferometer therefore has AI and A2 overlapping in time; this is the principle of the delayed 
self-heterodyne method. The interferometer beats the two switching optical frequencies together 
and the output is incident onto to a high bandwidth PIN photodetector. The optical signal is 
converted to an electric amplitude signal and sent into an amplifier. The resulting output at the 
amplifier is a sinusoidal-pulse at the difference frequency. The final output electrical signal from 
the amplifier is sent to an electrical spectrum analyzer (ESA) for an examination of the 
sinusoidal difference frequency. The sinusoidal-pulse forms the observed microwave signal. 
The drive current amplitude can be adjusted so that the two optical frequencies, or wavelengths, 
can have almost any difference frequency of interest. Figures 33(a) through (f) show an 
experimental block diagram of the system as well as photos the entire setup. 
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(e) 
(I) 
Figure 33 - (a) Block diagram of experimental setup. Notice the laser light coupled in the single 
mode fiber line can be directed into an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) for a direct investigation of 
the lasing mode, or it can be directed into the interferometer for microwave signal generation. 
Although the block diagram shows one DC source powering the five current inputs of the laser, 
there are actually five individual current sources, one for each section input. (b) Photograph of 
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laser system detailing the individual current sources for the three wavelength-switching sections of 
the SG-DBR. (c) Photograph of laser system detailing the individual current sources for all five 
sections of the SG-DBR including the TEC temperature controller. (d) Photograph of the Mach­
Zehnder interferometer, photodetector, and pre-amplifier. (e) Close up of PIN photodetector. (f) 
Photograph of the entire second half of the system - from the input to the interferometer to the 
ESA. 
Low Frequency Microwave Signals 
The first series of microwave signals were generated by modulating the phase section of 
the laser with several RF current square waves with relatively small amplitudes. The results are 
shown in Figures 34(a) & (b). From the data it can be seen that the phase noise and signal to 
noise ratio of the generated signals are poor, a considerable attenuation in signal output power is 
observed as the signal frequency increases, and the spectral width of the signals is the order of 
300 MHz (worst case). It was concluded that certain problem solving steps needed to be taken in 
order to insure the generation of a narrower spectral width - low noise microwave signals. The 
signal shown in Figures 34(a) & (b) centerd at 0 Hz represents the sepecturrn seen on the ESA 
upon delayed self-homodyning. Recall in Chapter III, p.27, delayed self-homodyning occurs 
when the wavelength, or frequency, of the laser light is beat against a delayed version of the 
same frequency. Thus the only difference between the homodyne signal and the remaining five 
heterodyne signals is that no modulation was applied to the phase section or any other sections of 
the laser. The five section current inputs were purley DC. 
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Figure 34 - (a) Generated microwave signals from 0 to 1.5 GHz. A 10 kHz to 1.5 GHz ESA was 
used with a resolution bandwidth of 3 MHz. The phase section of the laser was modulated with a 
143 kHz, 50% duty cycle, square wave at several peak-to-peak current amplitudes as shown in 
boxes. The nominal current bias setting was used - front mirror: 20 rnA; back mirror: 30 rnA; 
phase section DC offset: 5.5 rnA; gain: 100 rnA; SOA: 150 rnA. The bias-T used for the experiment 
has an 18.5 kHz high pass, -3 dB corner frequency for the circuit controlling the RF input, and a 2.3 
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kHz low pass, -3 dB corner frequency for the RF-choke circuit controlling the DC input. (b) 
Generated microwave signals converted to linear scale in /-lWatts. 
Lasing Mode Profile Under Section Current Modulation 
A study of the dominant-lasing mode behavior was performed under amplitude 
modulation of the phase, front and back mirror sections of the laser. It was found that with small 
current amplitude modulation on the phase section, on the order of 0.1 rnA, a slight dither in 
wavelength of the dominant-mode was not visible on the OSA. Thus a 4 rnA peak-to-peak 
modulation amplitude was applied to each section of the laser and the observed lasing-mode 
switching between adjacent wavelengths was seen. Figures 35(a) through (d) shows the complex 
mode switching in detail. 
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Figure 35 - (a) Dominant lasing mode output optical power with respect to wavelength. No 
modulation was applied to the laser, current bias setting: nominal. (b) Lasing mode under a 4 rnA 
peak-to-peak current square wave modulated onto the phase section with a 143 kHz modulation 
frequency, duty cycle = 50%, and 5.5 rnA DC offset from the bias-To The rest of the section input 
currents were set to nominal. (c) Lasing mode under a 4 rnA peak-to-peak current square wave 
modulated onto the front mirror with a 143 kHz modulation frequency, duty cycle = 50%, and 20 
rnA DC offset from the bias-To The rest of the section input currents were set to nominal. (d) 
Lasing mode under a 4 rnA peak-to-peak current square wave modulated onto the back mirror 
with a 143 kHz modulation frequency, duty cycle = 50%, and 30 rnA DC offset from the bias-T. 
The rest of the section input currents were set to nominal. The 18.5 kHz high pass bias-Twas used 
in the experiment. 
Notice from Figure 35(b), a switching range of a O.25nm-per-4mA is obtainable for the phase 
section of the laser. This simplifies to approximately 5 GHz/mA of amplitude modulation tuning 
capability confirming resulting previously shown in section Chapter IV, pAl. Notice a 
switching range of approximately 5nm/4mA for the front and back mirrors simplifying to 
approximately 125 GHz/mA of optical frequency tuning capability for these sections. 
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Effects of Modualation Frequency on Microwave Signals 
A further analysis regarding the behavior of the series I microwave signals with respect to 
change in modulation frequency was performed. It was the goal of this experiment to determine 
the validity of the modulation frequency and its dependence on the delay line period, or 
frequency, of the Mach-Zehnder Interferometer. The experiment began with collecting signal 
data starting at the fundamental 143 kHz modulation frequency corresponding to twice the 
period (half the frequency) of the fiber delay line. Recall the laser is current modulated with a 
period twice the delay line period in order to insure full time overlap between the two 
wavelengths and an 1800 phase difference. The modulation frequency was increased in 100 kHz 
increments and the resulting microwave signal was observed. Refer to Figures 36(a) through (g). 
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Figure 36 - (a) Generated microwave signal from phase section modulation: f = 143 kHz, 0.126 rnA 
peak-to-peak current amplitude, duty cycle = 50%, nominal current setting. (b) f= 243 kHz. (c) f= 
343 kHz. (d) f = 443 kHz. (e) f = 543 kHz. (f) f = 643 kHz. (g) f = 743 kHz. Notice the 
approximate odd multiples of the 143 kHz fundamental frequency. 
From Figures 36(a) through (g) it was concluded that only odd harmonics of the 143 kHz 
fundamental-modulation frequency produce an applicable microwave signal. Even harmonics 
such as 286 kHz, which is close to 243 kHz - Figure 36(b), does not produce a microwave signal 
because there is no time overlap between the switching wavelengths. At the even harmonics the 
switching optical frequencies 'VI' and 'V2' are 271: in phase instead of 71:/2 out of phase; refer to 
Figure I, p.3. This experimental observation was found consistent with results obtained in [11]. 
Refer to Equations 15 & 16. 
(15) 
Tmod = Tdelay[( 2 )] => Tdelay = (2n +1) Tmod 2n+1	 2 
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Where n = O,1,2."N; and ... 
(16) 
1 1 
fmod =r&fdelay = T 
mod delay 
Equations 15 & 16 simplify the concept of square wave modulation frequency where the period 
and frequency ultimately depend on the time delay of the delay-line interferometer. 
High Frequency Microwave Signals 
Prior to any modifications to the laser package, high frequency microwave signal data 
was taken to experimentally examine the spectral width, phase noise, and signal to noise ratio of 
higher frequency signals. As such, once the laser switching profile upon individually current 
modulating all the sections of the laser was measured, along with experimentation of the 
modulation frequency harmonics, high frequency microwave signals were observed. Figures 
37(a) through (c) show the microwave signals obtained by modulating the phase, front and back 
mirror sections with high current amplitude square waveforms. The results indicated that the 
higher the current amplitude, or swing between peaks of the RF square wave, the higher the 
frequency of the generated microwave signal. The trade off to the ability to create higher 
frequency signals was a noticeable increase in spectral width and instabilities in the measured 
output power of the signals. 
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Figure 37 - (a) High frequency generated microwave signals upon high amplitude square wave 
current modulating the phase section. (b) High frequency generated microwave signals upon high 
amplitude square wave current modulating the front mirror. (c) High frequency generated 
microwave signals upon high amplitude square wave current modulating the back mirror. A 0 to 
20 GHz bandwidth ESA was used in the experiment. Two cascaded high frequency amplifiers were 
used with a bandwidth of 0 to 20 GHz and a net gain of 50 dB. 
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VI. Temperature Dependence of Microwave Signals 
Operating Temperature Impact on Microwave Signals 
Temperature dependence of generated microwave signals and the thermal behavior of the 
laser under DC bias conditions, i.e. no section current modulation, was extensively explored. 
Upon creating low frequency microwave signals, the temeprature on the TEC controller was 
varied and the behavior of the homodyne and heterodyne signals was observed. Figures 38(a) 
through (f) present the results of the microwave difference frequency at variable temperatures. 
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Figure 38 - (a) Self-homodyne signal as a function of temperature. (b) Self-heterodyne generated 
microwave signal as a function of temperature: nominal current setting, 0.063 rnA peak-to-peak 
square wave amplitude on the phase section of the laser, 143 kHz modulation frequency, duty cycle 
= 50%. The high pass 18.5 kHz, -3 dB corner frequency bias-T was also used. (c) Self-heterodyne 
generated microwave signal as a function of temperature: 0.127 rnA peak-to-peak square wave 
amplitude. (d) 0.190 rnA peak-to-peak square wave amplitude. (e) 0.253 rnA peak-to-peak square 
wave amplitude. (I) 0.316 rnA peak-to-peak square wave amplitude. 
From the figures, the self-heterodyne temperature coefficient between 18°C and 22°C averaged 
around 25 MHz/C. According to JOS specifications, the operating temperature of this class of 
SG-OBR lasers is 22°C. From Figures 38(b) through (f) it can be seen that the 25 MHz/C 
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temperature coefficient begins to increase to 250 MHz/C between 22°C and 26°C. Once the 
operating temperature rises above 26°C the microwave signals vanish. The results show that the 
temperature robustness of the laser during microwave signal generation is approximately ±4°C 
with respect to the 22°C operating temperature specification. In other words, to sustain an 
accurate microwave signal at the desired difference frequency and amplitude, the temperature of 
the laser is should not drop below 18°C or rise above 26°C. 
Lasing Mode Profile with Respect to Temperature 
Due to significant microwave signal attenuation and frequency drift upon raising the 
operating temperature above 26°C, it was important to study the lasing mode architecture under 
both DC and modulation conditions with respect to change in temperature. Figures 39(a) 
through (f) show the lasing mode structure as the operating temperature is increased. 
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Figure 39 - (a) Dominant lasing mode architecture with respect to change in temperature. No 
modulation was applied to the laser, nominal current bias setting. (b) Lasing mode temperature 
architecture during phase section modulation: 4 mA peak-to-peak square wave at 143 kHz, duty 
cycle = 50%, 5.5 mA DC offset - nominal bias setting. (c) Lasing mode temperature architecture 
during front mirror modulation: 4 mA peak-to-peak square wave at 143 kHz, duty cycle = 50%, 20 
mA DC offset - nominal bias setting. (d) Lasing mode temperature architecture during back 
mirror modulation: 4 mA peak-to-peak square wave at 143 kHz, duty cycle = 50%, 30 mA DC 
offset - nominal bias setting. The 18.5 kHz bias-Twas used in this experiment. 
Temperature coefficient calculations showed that the laser frequency itself shifts by 86.4 GHz 
over the applied 4°C temperature gradient. This is approximately equivalent to a 0.5 urn 
wavelength change per 4°C, or 0.125 nm/e. 
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DC Wavelength Tuning Profile with Respect to Temperature 
A further investigation of temperature robustness under manual wavelength switching 
conditions was performed to confirm the temperature coefficient of 0.125 nm/e. Figures 40(a) 
through (c) present data detailing temperature dependence obtained by manually tuning the DC 
bias-current of each section. Notice the 0.5 nm wavelength change per 4°C is again seen for 
each DC tuning case, particularly for the phase current case: Figure 40(c). 
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Figure 40 - (a) Change in wavelength with respect to temperature by manually DC tuning the front 
mirror current source - back mirror current: 30 rnA, phase section: 5.5 rnA, gain: 100 rnA, SOA: 
150 rnA (nominal bias setting). (b) Change in wavelength with respect to temperature by manually 
tuning the back mirror current source - front mirror current: 20 rnA, phase section: 5.5 rnA, gain: 
100 rnA, SOA: 150 rnA. (c) Change in wavelength with respect to temperature by manually tuning 
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the phase section current source - front mirror current: 20 rnA, back mirror current: 30 rnA, gain: 
100 rnA, SOA: 150 rnA. 
Notice from Figure 40(a) the 5 nm mode jumps at approximately ever 1 to 2 rnA of front 
mirror current change. Once the front mirror current reaches 4 rnA at 1565 nm, the lasing mode 
'hops' back down to 1520 nm from the top of the lasing spectrum: 1560 nm. Similarly for the 
back mirror, Figure 40(b), the 5 nm mode jumps at approximately ever 1 to 2 rnA can be seen. 
Once the front mirror current reaches 4 rnA at 1565 nm, the lasing mode 'hops' back up to 1565 
nm from the bottom of the lasing spectrum: 1520 nm. These results are consistent with those 
seen from the wavelength characterization experiment presented in Figures 27(a) through (c). 
An investigation into the temperature dependence of the laser under DC bias conditions 
was also initiated. An effort was made to study the lasing characteristics at different current 
settings with respect to temperature; bias current settings other than the nominal setting. Figure 
41 shows a graph detailing the wavelength of the laser with respect to temperature for three 
different bias current settings. Notice the slope of the trendlines represents the average 0.12 
nm/C change in wavelength with respect to temperature, which adds validity to the previous 
temperature coefficient result. Within this body of work, temperature robustness has been shown 
under both DC and RF-current modulation conditions of the SG-DBR laser. 
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Bias Condition Temperature Dependence 
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Figure 41 - Change in wavelength with respect to temperature for various DC bias settings. Bias 
Condition: 1 - Nominal bias setting - front mirror: 20 rnA, back mirror: 30 rnA, phase section: 5.5 
rnA, gain: 100 rnA, SOA: 150 rnA. Bias Condition: 2 - Front mirror: 15 rnA, back mirror: 40 rnA, 
phase section: 8 rnA, gain: 100 rnA, SOA: 150 rnA. Bias Condition: 3 - Front mirror: 30 rnA, back 
mirror: 20 rnA, phase section: 3 rnA, gain: 100 rnA, SOA: 150 rnA. 
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VII. Linewidth Research & Reduction Efforts 
Linewidth Characterization & Contribution to Laser Performance 
As stated in Chapter I, semiconductor diode lasers are workhorse optical sources for 
telecommunication applications. The light output from these lasers can be modulated to transmit 
information by simply varying the injection current. Inherent to the laser; however, are intensity 
noise, otherwise known as relative-intensity-noise (RIN), and phase noise that can contribute to 
poor system performance in communication links. Upon current modulation, the optical source 
spectrum may be broadened, or chirped, beyond the limits set forth by the information bandwidth 
[12]. Such spectral broadening from this chirp effect combines with wavelength dispersion 
irtherent in optical fibers that erode the shape of the transmitted pulse; in the case of this project, 
distortion of the generated microwave signal. The broadening effects simplify to linewidth 
distortion of the Lorentzian-shaped lasing mode. Recall the generated microwave signal is a 
sinusoidal result from the power spectrum of the Al (VI) 'Lorentzian' lasing mode convolved with 
the power spectrum of the A2 (V2) 'Lorentzian' lasing mode. Therefore, it is important to 
characterize the linewidth of the laser used in these applications; for a narrower linewidth with 
led to a narrower spectral width microwave signal. 
SG-DBR lasers operate in longitudinal-mode structures, hence a single-dominant lasing 
mode. The laser lineshape typically has a Lorentizian-shaped central peak, small sidebands 
caused by relaxation oscillations, and small sidemodes, or cavity frequencies, located futher way 
from the dominant lasing mode; refer to Figure 23(b). Figure 42 details the iinewidth structure 
of the single-longitudinal mode (SLM). Note this characteristic mode is from DC bias-current 
conditions only. 
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Figure 42 - Lasing spectrum of a semiconductor laser detailing the central peak and linewidth of 
the peak as the fuD-width at half-max (FWHM). The relaxation oscillation peaks, laser side-modes, 
and spontaneous emission regions are also shown [12]. 
An important area in optical engineering that is vital to accurate linewidth 
characterization is the coherence time and coherence length of the laser under test. The 
coherence time, 'to, of a laser is a measure of the spectral clarity of the laser frequency over time. 
In two-path interferometers, such as the Mach-Zehnder, the degree to which an optical wave 
interferes with a time-delayed portion of itself depends on the coherence time of the wave with 
respect to the optical delay from the fiber delay line. The coherence time, to, varies inversely 
with laser linewidth: !:lv. From Lorentzian lineshape spectra, the linewidth is defined as Equation 
17: 
(17) 
1 
r=-­
c 1l'~ V 
Thus as the source linewidth increases, the resulting coherence time decreases. 
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The coherence length is found by simply multiplying the coherence time by the speed of 
light divided by the index of refraction in the optical fiber. For the standard Coming single-
mode fiber used this project, a value of 1.5 for the refractive index will suffice. Refer to 
Equation 18. 
(18) 
Thus for a laser with a specified linewidth of 10 MHz, the resulting coherence time is 32 ns with 
a coherence length of 6.4 m. If the two signals interfere with a delay longer than the coherence 
length the measurement will no longer depend on coherent interference and thus will be more 
monotonically stable. Thus it is important to operate in the incoherent regime during the self-
heterodyne and homodyne process. 
It can be seen from Equations 8 & 9 in Chapter III, p.25-26, the time delay from the fiber 
delay line, which in this project is equal to 3.5 ~s, must be greater than the coherence time: 
'1/(~v) = 1/(10 MHz) = 0.1 ~s,' in order to operate in the incoherent regime. The minimum 
length of the fiber delay line must be on the order of 20 m, which is equal to 0.1 ~s (the 
coherence time) multiplied by the speed of light divided by the refractive index of the fiber. This 
regime insures that there is a complete convolution-sweep, in the frequency domain, of the two 
switching optical frequencies; see Equation 9. As a result of the coherence time and the time 
delay of the delay line itself, the length of the fiber delay must be greater than the coherence 
length of the laser. Note the 700 m delay line used in this project is significantly greater than 20 
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m, the minimum delay line length, and 6.4 m, the laser coherence length. This verifies the 
accuracy of the experimental setup for this project with respect to the delayed self-homodyne and 
self-heterodyne techniques. 
Linewidth is often defined in terms of the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the 
optical field power spectrum. Grating-based optical spectrum analyzers (OSAs) do not offer the 
measurement resolution required for laser linewidth measurements [12]. Due to this effect, 
alternate methods of linewidth measurement have been created over the years. These methods 
include the optical heterodyning method, optical homodyning method, delayed self-heterodyning 
& delayed self-homodyning methods, and optical discriminator techniques. For the purposes of 
this thesis, only the delayed self-heterodyne and self-homodyne linewidth measurement methods 
will be discussed. Refer to Figure 43 for a table detailing the positive and negative 
characteristics for different methods of measuring laser linewidth. 
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Figure 43 - Pros and cons to different methods of measuring linewidth. Notice the simplest method 
is the delayed self-homodyning technique (12]. 
Linewidth Measurement through Delayed Self-Heterodyning 
According to Figure 15, p.2S, the linewidth of the laser is half the FWHM of the 
microwave signal seen on the ESA. In other words, the displayed linewidth of the generated 
microwave signal is twice that of the actuallinewidth shown in Figure 42. Figure 44(a) indicates 
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the correspondence between the measured full-width at a specific level and the FWHM linewidth 
for a Lorentzian shaped lasing mode. Figure 44(b) shows a heterodyne spectrum seen on an 
ESA from an experiment utilizing a distributed-feedback (DFB) laser and an acoustic-optic 
frequency shifter. The shifter provides the required optical difference frequency and a Mach-
Zehnder interferometer with a 3.5 JlS delay line was used to build up the delayed self-heterodyne 
effect. Fortunately Lorentzian and Gaussian lineshapes retain their form during conversion from 
the optical spectrum to the electrical domain through the delayed self-heterodyne process [12]. 
According to literature reviews, laser sources exhibiting frequency jitter or 1/f noise will yield 
larger measured linewidths. In other words, the higher the frequency noise the broader the 
linewidth. These common causes of linewidth broadening are important to discern when 
linewidth reduction efforts are required for the generation of narrow spectral width microwave 
signals. 
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Figure 44 - (a) Self-heterodyne Iinewidth relations: The labeled full-width, or spectral width, down 
corner is equal to the corresponding displayed Iinewidth 'Av' multiplied by the shown constants. 
Thus the Iinewidth measured from the full-width point is equal to the spectral width of the signal at 
that down corner divided by the constants. (b) Measurement of DFB laser Iinewidth using the 
delayed self-heterodyne technique, i.e. microwave signal generation. The measured spectral width 
at the 3 dB down corner is 33 MHz, which yields a laser Iinewidth measurement of 16.5 MHz. The 
inset shows a zoomed in view of the spectrum detailing the 3 dB down corner and width at that 
point with respect to Iinewidth 'Av' [12]. 
Linewidth Measurement through Delayed Self-Homodyning 
Recall from Chapter III, the delayed self-homodyne technique produces a simple way to 
measure the linewidth of a modulated laser. This method, similar to the delayed self-heterodyne 
technique, is well suited for linewidth measurements because of the extremely high resolution 
afforded by using optical interferometers with low insertion loss fiber-optic delay lines. 
However, any jitter in the laser optical frequency will broaden the measured linewidth, as with 
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the delayed self-heterodyne method. As a result, it is often suggested that the linewidth 
measurements be performed further down the displayed lineshape. 
Bear in mind when the desired section of the laser is current modulated, the output 
wavelength switches repetitively delivering to the photodetector two-time coincident fields A) & 
1..2, i.e. the self-heterodyne effect. When the laser is DC injected, a single output wavelength is 
delivered to the photodetector one being a delayed replica of the other, i.e. the self-homodyne 
effect. The relationship between the measured self-homodyne FWHM linewidth and the actual 
optical field linewidth is the same as for the delayed self-heterodyne technique. Note given that 
the self-homodyne method centers the mixing spectrum at 0 Hz, only half of the symmetrical 
spectrum is viewed on the ESA; see Figure 19, p.32. Thus the laser FWHM linewidth 
corresponds to the measured width at the 3 dB down comer point. Figure 45(a) indicates the 
correspondence between the measured full-width at a specific level and the FWHM linewidth for 
the lineshape obtained via delayed self-homodyning. Figure 45(b) shows a self-homodyne 
speCtrum seen on an ESA from an experiment utilizing a distributed-feedback (DFB) laser under 
DC bias conditions. A Mach-Zehnder interferometer with a 3.5 flS delay line was used to build 
up the delayed self-homodyne effect. 
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Figure 4S - (a) Self-homodyne linewidth relations: The labeled full-width down corner is equal to 
the corresponding displayed linewidth 'Av' multiplied by the shown constants. Thus the linewidth 
measured from the full-width point is equal to the width of the signal at that down corner divided 
by the constants. (b) Measurement of DFB laser linewidth using the delayed self-homodyne 
technique. The measured spectral width at the 3 dB down corner is 47 MHz and is equal to the 
measured laser linewidth 'Av' (12). 
Techniques to Mitigate Linewidth Broadening 
A novel approach to minimize laser frequency noise was taken by B. Bobbs and A. 
Montalvo in their work on tunable DFB semiconductor lasers with active feedback for frequency 
stabilization. Refer to [14]. The premise for their efforts to achieve frequency stabilization is 
based on sensitive fiber optic sensing techniques involving interferometric methods. Such 
techniques are capable of sensing any type of acoustic, mechanical, electromagnetic, chemical, 
or other environmental changes that can impact the refractive index or path length of the fiber 
and hence the detected phase. The sensitivity of such phase measurements is limited by random 
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phase fluxuations inherent in optical sources. Since the change in phase over time corresponds 
to a change in optical frequency, the resulting phase noise may be reduced by stabilizing the 
source frequency. 
The technique for achieving laser frequency feedback is based on optical phase-locked 
Loop technology (OPLL). The bulk of the technique utilizes modem multi-variable adaptive 
controls for both laser bias current, junction temperature, and other variables. Optical feedback 
of the current modulated beam is produced by splitting off a small fraction of the DFB laser 
output and directing it to an optical frequency discriminator. The frequency discriminator 
compares the laser frequency to that of a selectable reference signal and provides an output 
signal dependent upon the difference between the two. The signed difference signal serves as an 
error signal indicating the frequency correction required to match the reference frequency. 
Figure 46(a) shows a block diagram of the laser system. Figure 46(b) shows output signal 
examples from the feedback experiment. The final results entailed a reduction in phase noise by 
35 dB which generally limits the sensitivity of interferometric sensing techniques [14]. 
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Figure 46 - (a) Block diagram of the basic operation of the feedback-frequency stabilization laser. 
(b) Close up of a digital oscilloscope trace captured while scanning bias current under open-loop 
conditions. Top white line: frequency discriminator output signal; middle gray line: back-facet 
power; bottom light gray line: error signal (14). 
While this method does not address linewidth broadening specifically, it was noted as an 
option to consider towards linewidth narrowing efforts for this project; seeing how laser 
linewidth is directly realted frequency jitter, or noise, contributions. As such, a similar approach 
to Bobbs and Montalvo research was taken to address frequency stability. 
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VIII. Microwave Signal Generation: Series II 
Linewidth Reduction through Optical Isolation 
As documented in [12] & [14], frequency jitter can playa significant role in linewidth 
broadening measured from the generated microwave signal, or the homodyne signal centered at 0 
Hz. It is evident in the series I microwave signal data that such an effect is present. Therefore, 
two key steps were taken to mitigate this problem. 
The initial step was to eliminate most of the frequency noise in the ~icrowave signals 
seen on the ESA. An inline optical isolator was fusion spliced to the single mode fiber optic 
cable attached to the output fiber of the laser. This isolator prevents any optical reflections from 
upstream optical equipment such as the Mach-Zehnder interferometer or the photodetector. It is 
a relatively simple change to the setup and good house keeping practices for sensitive optical 
research. 
Linewidth Reduction through Low Passing Filtering 
The second step toward linewidth reducion was to find a way to reduce frequency noise 
of the laser. From research performed during the first series of microwave singals, and through 
researching the behavior of the lasing mode under RF modulation and DC conditions, the 
hypothesis was made that frequency noise in the DC injection current can cause jitter in the 
optical frequency of the laser. To overcome this effect a series of passive low pass filters were 
built for the five current sections of the laser. Resistors with shunt to ground capictors in an RC 
combination were soldered to a small piece of FR-4 board. SMA cable input-output ports were 
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also installed. The filters were attached to each SMA current input of the laser. Figure 47 shows 
a close up of the custom filters. 
Figure 47 - Close up photo of the SG-DBR laser highlighting the location of the low pass filters. 
The first set of LPFs were built with a -3 dB comer frequency of 100 Hz. This was 
chosen as a round number leaving enough room for a reduction in comer frequency if 100 Hz did 
not provide enough high frequency isolation to change in the linewidth results. Unfortunately no 
significant change was observed and a greater leap was taken to filter out any frquencies inherent 
from the DC sources. As such, 2.5 Hz, -3 dB comer frquency low pass filters were built and 
implemented. Figures 48(a) through (t) present the microwave signal results of the filtering 
experiment. Note this data was obtained after the optical isolator was added to the system. A 
significant decrease in the signal to noise ratio can be seen between this data and the signal 
results presented in Figures 34(a) & (b), p.60. 
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Figure 48 - (a) Homodyne signal seen on the ESA, comparing the signal with the passive low pass 
filters implemented into to the system, to the series I signal data without filtering. Notice the 
spectral width of the signal has decreased from -300 MHz to approximately 30 MHz. (b) LPF 
comparison of a generated microwave signal with a 0.063 rnA peak-to-peak modulation current: 
square wave modulation of the phase section with a 5.5 rnA DC offset, bias current setting nominal, 
f = 143 kHz, duty cycle = 50%. (c) 0.126 rnA peak-to-peak signal. (d) 0.189 rnA peak-to-peak 
signal. (e) 0.253 rnA peak-to-peak signal. (1) 0.316 rnA peak-to-peak signal. The high pass 18.5 
kHz, -3dB corner frequency bias-Twas used in the experiment. 
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With the implementation of an optical isolator and the 2.5 Hz comer frequency low pass 
filters, an improved signal to noise ratio and narrower spectral width signal was observed. A 
series of MATLAB programs were written to measure, or calculate, the resulting laser linewidth 
from any homodyne or heterodyne spectrum. The programs open the .CSV files containing the 
signal data (output power vs. frequency) obtained from the ESA Lab View screen dump 
program. The programs then calculate the linewidth from the data using the spectral width 
relations shown in Figures 44(a) & 45(a). For the homodyne-measured linewidth, the program 
calculates the -3 dB, -10 dB, -20 dB, & -30 dB linewidth results and averages the four together 
ascertaining the average measured unmodulated linewidth of the signal. For the heterodyne­
measured linewidth, the program calculates the -3 dB & -10 dB linewidth results and averages 
the two together again ascertaining the average measured modulated linewidth of the signal. 
Since the -20 dB & -30 dB spectral widths for most of the generated microwave signals does not 
exist, due to less than 20 dB of gain between the peak of the signal and the noise floor, these two 
measured linewidth results were omitted from the MATLAB heterodyne linewidth measurement 
program. Refer to Appendix C, p.l59, for the homodyne linewidth measurement program and 
Appendix D, p.162, for the heterodyne linewidth measurement program. 
It can be seen from the linewidth data in Figures 48(a) through (f) that the 100 Hz comer 
frequency low pass filters did not improve the electrical signal quality, thus the bulk of the noise 
from the DC sources had to have been between 100 Hz and approximately 3 Hz. This could be 
caused by thermal noise. Such undesired frequencies in the current sources leads to jitter in the 
laser frequency. Figure 49 shows an example of a broader linewidth caused by optical frequency 
jitter in the lasing mode. The jitter centered about "vs" causes a broader averaged linewidth. 
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Figure 49 - Delayed self-heterodyne mixing of the laser field with a frequency shift duplicate. The 
red fields represent the broader lasing mode caused by optical frequency jitter [12]. 
Once the optical isolation and low pass filtering steps were taken to address the poor signal to 
noise and linewidth quality of the series I microwave signals, additional research was carried out 
to further explore the current source noise contributions to the signal quality. 
In an effort to significantly reduce the measured linewidth, low pass filters were built for 
every current section of the laser. Previous research in the project has shown that the sections 
that affect the optical frequency response of the laser are the front mirror, back mirror, and the 
phase section. Thus an experiment was performed to individually test the effect that current 
source frequency noise has on each of these three sections. Knowing that there are two scenarios 
that each of the three sections can have, either the filters arc on or off, leaves 23 or 8 low pass 
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filtering combinations. Figure 50 shows the results of the combination experiment for the 
delayed self-homodyne case. 
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Figure 50 - Homodyne signals seen on the ESA as a result of the eight low pass filter combinations 
for each of the three wavelength-switching sections of the SG-DBR laser. Current bias conditions 
were set to nominal - front mirror 20 rnA, back mirror: 30 rnA, phase section: 5.5 rnA, gain: 100 
rnA, SOA: 150 rnA. 
It can be seen from Figure 50 that the front mirror and phase section of the laser require high 
frequency DC source isolation. The data supports that the back mirror is not as affected by high 
frequency noise from the DC source as the front mirror and phase section. Notice the 
improvement in measured Iinewidth from approximately 300 MHz to 30 MHz. 
From the linewidth improvements, the decision was made to insure low pass filtering for 
all the sections of the laser, in particular the three sections responsible for wavelength switching. 
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Notice from Figure 50 that the low pass filter built into the DC bias section of the bias-T acted as 
the low pass filter for the phase section. However, since all the sections of the laser were under 
biased DC, no RF waveform was injected into the high pass section of the bias-T. The bias-T 
used in the production of the series I & series II microwave signals, had a high pass, -3 dB comer 
frequency of 18.5 kHz. The low pass, -3 dB comer frequency was 2.3 kHz. Furthermore, the 
capacitors within the low pass and high pass sections of the bias-T provide enough high 
frequency isolation for the DC bias input. Recall this input provides the 5.5 rnA phase section 
DC offset for the square wave modulation current. Since the phase section is the primary current 
modulated segment for microwave signal generation due to a desired frequency dither on the 
order of 300 MHz to 20 GHz, the LPF built in the bias-Twas deemed sufficient to act as the 
phase section DC source-high frequency isolator. As a result, when homodyne signal data was 
generated, an individual LPF with a 2.5 Hz, -3 dB comer frequency was attached to the input of 
the phase section. When the phase section was modulated during microwave signal generation, 
the bias-T provides the necessary DC frequency isolation and no additional LPF for the phase 
section DC offset source is needed. 
Industrial Laser Linewidth Comparison 
Once a significant decrease in spectral width of the microwave signals was accomplished, 
the JDS laser unmodulated (homodyne measured) linewidth was compared to the unmodulated 
linewidth from an industrial built SG-DBR laser. The Bookham TL5000 Integrable Tunable 
Laser Assembly was choosen for the comparison test. The chip is a high performance 
continuous wave (CW) tunable diode laser with an output in the C-band window from 1528 to 
1563 nm. The laser was mounted to an independent aluminum base and the unit was attached up 
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side down to the TLA processor board through small header pin-connections. The board 
provides current to all five sections of the laser and requires only a -3 and +5 VDC source bias. 
Thus each section of the laser does not require an independent current source. An RS-232 input 
on the board provides a communication interface between the laser and a Pc. The wavelength 
and amplitude of Bookham laser is controlled by a custom built OUI based software program. 
Refer to Appendix E, p.I65, for additional specifications. Figure 5I(a) through (c) show snap 
shots of the Bookham laser and the supplied TLA board. 
TLA Bookham 
Communication Packaged Laser 
Board 
Aluminum Heat Sink & 
Communication chip 
Output Fiber 
Pigtail 
(a) 
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System Reset 
Switches 
(b) 
+5 VDC Input 
RS-232 Com. 
Input
-3 VDC Input ~ 
-
Ground Inputs 
(c) 
Figure 51 - (a) Photo of Bookham laser chip and TLA communication board. (b) Side view of laser 
attached to the TLA board via header pins. The laser is attached up side down with respect to the 
surface of the TLA board. (c) Top view of the laser assembly. 
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The protocol for the linewidth comparison test was rather simple. The JDS laser and the 
Bookham laser were tuned to the same lasing wavelength; a slight difference of ~ 3 nm was 
present due to the limited DC current tuning resolution for each laser. A homodyne signal was 
obtained for multiple wavelengths within the lasing spectrum. The average unmodulated 
linewidth of each signal was calculated with the MATLAB program. The results were compared 
to test the accuracy of the JDS laser linewidth. Figure 52 shows the results of the unmodulated 
linewidth comparison test. 
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IDS & Bookham Laser Linewidth Comparison
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Figure 52 - JDS & Bookham laser homodyne signals - (a) 1530 nm spectrum. (b) 1535 nm 
spectrum. (c) 1540 nm spectrum. (d) 1545 nm spectrum. (e) 1550 nm spectrum. (1) 1555 nm 
spectrum. (g) 1560 nm spectrum. JDS laser bias setting nominal - front mirror: 20 rnA, back 
mirror 30 rnA, phase section: 5.5 rnA, gain section: 100 rnA, SOA: 150 rnA. The optical isolator and 
source low pass filters were used in the experiment. 
Linewidth data was taken at lasing wavelengths between 1530 and 1560 nm. It can be 
seen that the average linewidth difference between the two lasers is approximately 10 to 20 
MHz. Considerable differences greater than 20 MHz, such as the measurements obtained at A­
1560 nm; Figure 52(g), are most likely caused by lasing instabilities at that wavelength for the 
given bias current setting. In either case, the data concludes that the unmodulated linewidth of 
the IDS laser is relatively close to the unmodulated linewidth of the industial built Bookham 
laser. Further strides can now be taken to reduce the lOS laser linewidth down to the 10 MHz 
specification. 
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IX. Microwave Signal Generation: Series III 
Bias-T Limitations 
As part of the continuing linewidth reduction effort, the next area examined within the 
project was the bias-T used to inject the RF waveform into the phase section of the laser with the 
necessary DC offset. Recall, through RC combinations, the RF input section of the bias-T has a 
passive built in high pass filter and the DC input section has a passive built in low pass filter. 
Hence if the high pass, -3 dB comer frequency of the bias-Tis roughly within two decades-Iess­
than the square wave modulation frequency, then the output square waveform from the bias-T 
would experience an amplitude droop. The inherent transient from the droop is the high pass 
filter RC time constant. The droop effect will clip the square waveform before it reaches the 
phase section of the laser. Figure 53 shows a diagram of the waveform droop and the concepts 
used to solve for the RC time constant: "'t." 
Ii 1% 
I~-=-:_:-_------.Down
---
---
rt)-----_ Corner > ~ 0.••'; 
3.5 liS Time 
Figure 53 - Conceptual diagram of square waveform droop. The resulting current amplitude with 
respect to time, I(t), at the bottom of the droop is equal to some percentage of the initial current, Ii, 
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at t = 0, 7 J.1s, 14 J.1s, ... nT J.1s; where T = Waveform Period and n = 0,1,2 ...N. Note the percentage 
99% is shown as an example. 
The equation used to find the RC time constant of the associated clipping-transient is: 
(19) 
-t 
Where P = some percentage of the initial current amplitude found by inspection at time "1." 
Solving Equation 19 for "T" gives: 
(20) 
Where, n = 0,1,2,3 ....N
 
P = clipping percentage
 
&
 
T = 7 IlS waveform period
 
Once the conceptual groundwork for the droop effect was established, the high pass, -3 
dB comer frequency of bias-T used to generate the microwave signals was reexamined. Recall 
this bias-T had a high pass, -3 dB comer frequency of 18.5 kHz. An RF square wave with a 143 
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kHz modulation frequency was sent into the RF input of the bias-T. Recall 143 kHz corresponds 
to half the frequency (twice the period) of the 3.5 llS delay line interferometer, and odd multiples 
of this frequency is required for full time overlap of the switching optical signals: A.I & A.2. The 
output square wave from the bias-Twas sent into an oscilloscope where the amplitude droop, if 
any, could be seen. Figure 54 shows the results of this examination. 
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Figure 54 - Output observed on the oscilloscope of RF square wave from the 18.5 kHz bias-To The 
droop effect of the waveform amplitude is evident. 
From inspecting the output waveform seen on the oscilloscope and with the use of Equations 19 
& 20, a time constant "T" of approximately 19 IlS was observed from the amplitude droop. Note 
1.43 kHz is two decades less than the 143 kHz modulation frequency. 18.5 kHz is greater than 
1.43 kHz, which implies that not all of the square wave amplitude is being passed through the 
bias-To As a result, a new bias-T was built with a lower high pass comer frequency. 
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A new passive bias-T with a 3.18 kHz high pass, -3 dB comer frequency was designed 
and built to mitigate the clipping effect of the square wave amplitude. Notice 3.18 kHz is 
slightly greater than 1.43 kHz, which implies that a majority of the square wave amplitude 
should pass through the bias-To Figure 55 shows the RF output seen on the scope from the 3.18 
kHz bias-To 
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Figure 55 - Output observed on the oscilloscope of RF square wave from the 3.18 kHz high pass 
corner frequency bias-T. 
From the waveform observed on oscilloscope, no considerable droop or clipping effects were 
seen. Once the amplitude droop of the bias-T was alleviated, the series III microwave signal data 
was acquired. 
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Series III Microwave Signals 
With the new high pass 3.18 kHz comer frequency bias-T, the next generation of 
microwave signals were created. The low pass filters on the DC sources for the front mirror, 
back mirror, gain, and SOA sections were installed as well as the optical inline isolator. The 
filters and the isolator were used to acquire all the microwave signal data that will be presented 
from here on. For comparison purposes, Figure 56(a) shows low freqeuncy series II microwave 
signals generated using the 18.5 kHz bias-T, and Figure 56(b) shows series III microwave signals 
generated using the 3.18 kHz bias-T. 
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Low Frequency Microwave Signals 
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Figure 56 - (a) Low freqeuncy microwave signals generated with the old 18.5 kHz bias-T (series II 
signals). (b) Low freqeuncy microwave signals generated with the new 3.18 kHz bias-T (series III 
signals). The measured average Iinewidth and corresponding peak-to-peak modulation current 
amplitude are shown in boxes. Laser bias settings nominal, square wave modulation frequency: 
143 kHz, duty cycle = 50%. 
It can be seen from Figure 56 that there is a significant decrease in linewidth measured 
from the signals obtained with the 3.18 kHz bias-To Furthermore, an approximate 11 dB 
amplitude loss and a 10 MHz linewidth increase is seen in the series II microwave signals; an 
increase starting across the frequency band from the 0.051 rnA signal to the 0.253 rnA signal. 
An approximate 3 dB amplitude loss and 5 MHz linewidth increase is seen in the series III 
microwave signals. As such, the 3.18 kHz bias-Twas deemed more efficient for this project. 
1.412 
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Figure 57 shows high frequency microwave signals generated by current modulating the phase 
section with the 3.18 kHz bias-To 
High Frequency Microwave Signals 3 MHz Resolution 
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Figure 57 - High frequency microwave signals: series III. Laser bias setting nominal, phase section 
moduation: f = 143 kHz, duty cycle = 50%. The 0 to 20 GHz bandwidth ESA, and the two cascaded 
oto 20 GHz bandwidth amplifiers were used. Signals up to 12 GHz have been generated. 
Once the high frequency microwave signals were generated by current modulating the 
phase section of the laser, an effort was made to acquire high frequency signals by modulating 
the front and back mirrors. Due to unforeseen phenomena, no signals were seen on the ESA 
upon modulating the mirrors. Recall from Figures 35(c) & (d), p.62-63 a switching range of 
approximately 5nm/4mA for the front and back mirrors simplifies to 125 GHz/mA of optical 
frequency tuning capability. This suggests that the generated microwave signals obtained by 
current modulating the front and back mirrors are off the scale of the ESA. The results also 
suggest that the series I microwave signals obtained from front mirror and back mirror 
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modulation are unexplainable; see Figures 37(b) & (c). As such, all the microwave signals from 
series II on were generated by current modulating the phase section. Furthermore, the generation 
of microwave signals greater than 2.6 GHz, upon modulating the phase section, was not possible 
until the 3.18 kHz bias-T was implemented. No signal was seen on the ESA past 2.6 GHz when 
the 18.5 kHz bias-Twas used. This potentially was cased by a sizeable increase in the amplitude 
droop of the square wave as the amplitude increased in magnitude. Recapping an increase in 
amplitude corresponds to an increase in microwave frequency. Thus using the 18.5 kHz bias-T, 
most of the RF square wave might not have made it into the phase section upon high current 
amplitude inputs. 
Linewidth Dependence on Operational Parameters 
Additional linewidth research was performed for the series II and series III microwave 
signals. The measured linewidth of a sequence of low and high frequency microwave signals 
was invetigated. As such, linewidth dependene on peak-to-peak modulation current amplitude, 
and dependence on the generated microwave-difference frequency was discovered. Figure 58 
shows the measured linewidth dependence results for the series II & series III signals. 
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Figure 58 - (a) Linewidth dependence on the phase section peak-to-peak modulation current from 
the series III microwave signals; least square best-fit line and equation shown. (b) Linewidth 
dependence on the phase section peak-to-peak modulation current from the series II microwave 
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signals. (c) Linewidth dependence on signal frequency from the series III microwave signals. (d) 
Linewidth dependence on signal frequency from the series 1I microwave signals. 
From the signal data obtained with the 3.18 kHz bias-T, a net change of 75 MHz of 
linewidth-per-I rnA of modulation current is recognized; corresponding to the slope of the best 
fit line shown in Figure 58(a). A net change of approximately 262 MHz of linewidth-per-I rnA 
of modulation current in seen from the signals obtained with the 18.5 kHz bias-T. Conversely, a 
change of 0.016 MHz (16 kHz) of linewidth-per-l MHz of generated microwave-difference 
frequency is seen for the 3.18 kHz bias-T signals, and a net change of 0.051 MHz (51 kHz) of 
linewidth-per-I MHz of difference frequency is seen for the 18.5 kHz bias-T signals. The data 
shows a substantial decrease in measured linewidth from the series III microwave signals as 
opposed to the series II signals. Hence considerable progress has been made towards narrowing 
the spectral width of the generated microwave signals. 
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x. Laser Linewidth Characterization 
Homodyne Linewidth Characterization Program 
The final step towards building a linewidth research profile involved characterizing the 
umodulated laser linewidth under various front and back mirror bias current conditions. To 
accomplish this task the Lab View program used to characterize the wavelength switching 
architecture; refer to Figure 27, p.43-45, was extensively modified. The modified program 
incremented the ILX DC current sources for the front and back mirrors in the same fashion as the 
wavelength characterization program. The code was modified to communicate with the ESA 
upon every current tuning interval. The ESA marker, controlled by Lab View, swept through the 
homodyne signal on the screen and recorded the frequencies at the -3 dB and -10 dB down 
comers. With these two frequency values, the unmodulated linewidth was calculated on the fly. 
To receive one final linewidth value at the particular bias setting, the 3 dB measured linewidth 
and the 10 dB measured linewidth results were averaged together. The measured linewidth at the 
particular front mirror, back mirror, and wavelength was stored in a .CSV file. Similar to the 
wavelength characterization program, 8,591 data points for each of the four parameters were 
obtained. As before with other experiments, the phase section was held constant-DC at 5.5 rnA 
offset. The 2.5 Hz low pass filters were installed on all five sections of the laser, and the inline 
optical isolator was also used. Figures 59(a) through (d) present various views of a three­
dimensional graph representing the unmodulated linewidth with respect to front and back mirror 
current. 
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Three Dimensional Plot of Linewidth vs. Mirror Currents: Homodyne Case 
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Figure 59 - (a) Origin three-dimensional view of the unmodulated Iinewidth characterization 
results. The two diagonal lines represent the 'jagged streams' of measured Iinewidths on the order 
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- -
of 100 to 400 MHz. This occurrs at 0 to 10 rnA for the front mirror and 0 to 60 rnA for the back 
mirror. The other stream of high Iinewidth measurements occur at 5 to 35 rnA for the front mirror 
and 0 to 20 rnA for the back mirror. (b) Tilted three-dimensional view about the origin. (c) Three­
dimensional side view. (d) Three-dimensional rear view. 
From the unmodulated linewidth program, out of 8,591 linewidth samples an average 
umodulated linewidth of 27.23 MHz was ascertained with a standard deviation of 15.64 MHz. 
The 'spike' regions within the three-dimensional map where the measured linewidth is 
approximatley 300 MHz or greater, reveals bias settings that should be avioded. Figure 60 
entails where the unmodulated linewidth is greater than 75 MHz, and less than or equal to 10 
MHz. Table 4 lists the bias current conditions of the laser that yields an unmodulated linewidth 
value less than or equal to 10 MHz. The narrowest linewidth setting is highlighted in the table. 
Front & Back Mirror Current Lookup Table • Linewidth > 75 MHz 
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Figure 60 - Mirror current reference map detailing regions within the front mirror / back mirror 
plane where the unmodulated linewidth is greater than 75 MHz and less than or equal to 10 MHz. 
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The labeled cross-hair shows the location of the nominal bias setting commonly used throughout 
the project to collect signal data. 
Table 4(a) - Settings for Unrnodulated Linewidth <= 10 MHz 
Front Mirror 
Current (rnA) 
Back Mirror 
Current (rnA) 
Phase Section 
Current (rnA) 
Gain Section 
Current (rnA) 
SOA Current 
(rnA) 
Wavelength 
(nrn) 
Linewidth 
(MHz) 
0.008 0 5.5 100 150 1547.1 9 
1.5 0 5.5 100 150 1558.3 9 
6.5 0 5.5 100 150 1531 9 
9.5 0 5.5 100 ISO 1536.2 10 
12.5 0 5.5 100 150 1541.7 10 
13 0 5.5 100 150 1541.7 8 
13.5 0 5.5 100 150 1541.7 10 
14.5 0 5.5 100 150 1541.7 10 
16.5 0 5.5 100 150 1547.3 9 
17 0 5.5 100 150 1547.3 10 
17.5 0 5.5 100 150 1547.3 10 
18 0 5.5 100 150 1547.3 10 
18.5 0 5.5 100 150 1547.3 8 
19 0 5.5 100 150 1547.3 9 
23 0 5.5 100 150 1552.9 7 
23.5 0 5.5 100 150 1552.9 9 
24 0 5.5 100 150 1552.9 9 
24.5 0 5.5 100 150 1552.9 10 
25 0 5.5 100 150 1552.8 10 
25.5 0 5.5 100 150 1552.8 8 
26 0 5.5 100 150 1552.8 8 
31.5 0 5.5 100 150 1558.5 10 
32 0 5.5 100 150 1558.5 9 
33 0 5.5 100 150 1558.5 9 
34 0 5.5 100 150 1558.5 9 
34.5 0 5.5 100 150 1558.1 8 
0.01 0.5 5.5 100 150 1547 9 
0.502 0.5 5.5 100 150 1547 10 
1.5 0.502 5.5 100 150 1558.3 8 
3 0.5 5.5 100 150 1564 9 
4.5 0.5 5.5 100 150 1569.6 9 
9.5 0.502 5.5 100 150 1536.1 10 
10 0.5 5.5 100 150 1536.1 8 
10.5 0.502 5.5 100 150 1536.1 9 
12.5 0.5 5.5 100 150 1541.7 10 
13 0.5 5.5 100 150 1541.7 7 
13.5 0.5 5.5 100 150 1541.7 8 
14 0.5 5.5 100 150 1541.6 8 
14.5 0.502 5.5 100 ISO 1541.6 8 
15 0.5 5.5 100 ISO 1541.6 9 
17.5 0.5 5.5 100 ISO 1547.2 7 
18 0.5 5.5 100 ISO 1547.2 7 
18.5 0.5 5.5 100 ISO 1547.2 7 
27 0.5 5.5 100 150 1552.5 9 
27.5 0.5 5.5 100 150 1552.5 10 
28 0.502 5.5 100 150 1552.5 10 
0.502 1 5.5 100 150 1546.9 8 
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Table 4(b) - Settings for Unmodulated Linewidth <= 10 MHz 
Front Mirror 
Current (rnA) 
Back Mirror 
Current (rnA) 
Phase Section 
Current (rnA) 
Gain Section 
Current (rnA) 
SOA Current 
(rnA) 
Wavelength 
(om) 
Linewidth 
(MHz) 
1 1 5.5 100 150 1552.6 10 
11.5 1 5.5 100 150 1535.7 10 
15.5 1 5.5 100 150 1541.3 10 
16 1 5.5 100 150 1541.3 10 
20.5 1 5.5 100 150 1546.8 10 
21 1 5.5 100 150 1546.8 9 
21.5 I 5.5 100 150 1546.8 9 
22 1 5.5 100 150 1546.8 10 
28 1 5.5 100 150 1552.4 9 
28.5 1 5.5 100 150 1552.4 10 
29 1 5.5 100 150 1552.4 9 
29.5 1 5.5 100 150 1552.4 9 
30 1 5.5 100 150 1552.4 9 
30.5 1 5.5 100 150 1552.4 9 
31 1 5.5 100 150 1552.4 9 
31.5 1 5.5 100 150 1552.4 10 
32 1 5.5 100 150 1552.4 9 
0.01 1.5 5.5 100 150 1540.9 8 
0.502 1.5 5.5 100 150 1546.5 10 
2.5 1.5 5.5 100 150 1557.8 9 
9 1.5 5.5 100 150 1530.2 10 
9.5 1.5 5.5 100 150 1530.2 10 
12.5 1.5 5.5 100 150 1535.6 9 
13.5 1.5 5.5 100 150 1535.6 10 
16.5 1.5 5.5 100 150 1541.2 10 
17 1.5 5.5 100 150 1541.2 10 
17.5 1.5 5.5 100 150 1541.2 10 
19.5 2 5.5 100 150 1540.8 10 
26 2 5.5 100 150 1546.3 10 
34.5 2 5.5 100 150 1551.9 10 
34.7 2 5.5 100 150 1551.9 10 
0.502 2.5 5.5 100 150 1540.5 10 
2 2.5 5.5 100 150 1551.7 10 
5 2.5 5.5 100 150 1563 10 
0.01 3 5.5 100 150 1534.9 8 
30.5 3 5.5 100 150 1545.8 10 
0.01 4.5 5.5 100 150 1528.9 9 
0.01 5 5.5 100 150 1528.8 10 
0.01 7 5.5 100 150 1522.9 10 
0.01 21 5.5 100 150 1553.8 10 
0.01 27.5 5.5 100 150 1547.3 10 
0.008 34.5 5.5 100 150 1541.2 9 
0.008 35 5.5 100 150 1541.2 9 
0.01 35.5 5.5 100 150 1541.2 9 
0.008 36 5.5 100 150 1541.2 9 
0.01 36.5 5.5 100 150 1541.2 10 
0.008 37 5.5 100 150 1541.2 10 
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Figure 60 shows that the narrowest measured linewidth, within the 10 MHz manufacturer's 
specification, occurs predominantly when the back mirror current is held between 0 and 5 rnA, 
while the front mirror is almost always independent of current tuning. In other words, for a 10 
MHz laser linewidth, the front mirror can be tuned anywhere within the 0 to 35 rnA safe tuning 
range while the back mirror is restricted between 0 and 5 rnA. Figure 61 shows a graph of the 
measured unrnodulated linewidth with respect to output wavelength at each front mirror / back 
mirror bias setting. 
Measured Unmodulated Linewidth vs. Wavelength 
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Figure 61 - Bar chart of measured unmodulated Iinewidth with respect to wavelength. The output 
wavelengths that yield relatively high or low laser linewidths are shown. 
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The bar graph shown in Figure 61 reveals certain wavelengths that should be avioded when a 
narrow unmodulated linewidth is required; in particular 1541.54 nm and 1540 nm where the 
measured linewidth is greater than 300 MHz. 
Heterodyne Linewidth Characterization Program 
Similar to the homoydne linewidth characterization program, another program was 
written to characterize the heterodyne, or modulated, linewidth of the laser. The Lab View code 
used to calculate the homodyne linewidth was modified to calculate the heterodyne linewidth 
measured from the microwave signal displayed on the ESA. The step size and current tuning 
profile of the front and back mirrors remained the same. The new program prompt the ESA to 
sweep the marker through the signal as before, only now two -3 dB and -10 dB down comers 
were recorded; one on either comer of the sinusoidal microwave signal. With the new frequency 
values at those corners, the modulated linewidth was calculated on the fly. Similar to the 
homodyne linewidth program, to receive one final linewidth value at the particular bias setting, 
the 3 dB measured linewidth and the 10 dB measured linewidth results were averaged together. 
With the 3.18 kHz bias-T, the phase section was current modulated with a 0.164 rnA peak-to­
peak square wave with a 5.5 rnA DC offset. Figures 62(a) through (d) show various views of a 
three dimensional graph representing the modulated linewidth with respect to front mirror and 
back mirror current. 
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Figure 62 - (a) Origin three-dimensional view of the modulated Iinewidth characterization results. 
(b) Tilted three-dimensional view about the origin. Notice a majority of the measured Iinewidth 
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spikes occur when the front mirror is limited between 0 and 15 rnA, while the back mirror is 
unrestricted; refer to the dashed line. (c) Three-dimensional side view. (d) Three-dimensional rear 
view. 
From the heterodyne linewidth characterization program, out of 8,591 linewidth samples an 
average modulated linewidth of 22.79 MHz was ascertained with a standard deviation of 13.51 
MHz. When a narrow signal spectral width is required, the current bias settings that results in a 
measured linewidth of 100 MHz or greater should be avioded; in particular the "spike" regions 
seen in Figure 62. Figure 63 shows a two-dimensional view across the back mirror / front mirror 
plane shown in Figure 62. This view entails the modulated linewidth stability & instability 
regions. Table 5 lists the bias current conditions of the laser that yields a modulated linewidth 
value less than or equal to 10 MHz. The narrowest linewidth setting is highlighted in the table. 
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Figure 63 - Mirror current reference map detailing regions within the back mirror / front mirror 
plane where the modulated Iinewidth is greater than 75 MHz and less than or equal to 10 MHz. 
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Table 5 - Settings for Modulated Linewidth <= 10 MHz 
Front Mirror 
Current (mA) 
Back Mirror 
Current (mA) 
Phase Section 
Current- DC Offset 
(mA) 
Peak-to-Peak 
Phase Current 
(mA) 
Max Phase 
Current 
(mA) 
Min Phase 
Current 
(mA) 
Gain 
Section 
Current 
(mA) 
SOA 
Current 
(mA) 
Wavelength 
(nm) 
Linewidth 
(MHz) 
6.5 0 5.5 0.164 5.582 5.418 100 150 1531 9 
17.5 0 5.5 0.164 5.582 5.418 100 150 1547.3 10 
3 0.5 5.5 0.164 5.582 5.418 100 150 1564 10 
14 0.5 5.5 0.164 5.582 5.418 100 150 1541.6 9 
18 0.5 5.5 0.164 5.582 5.418 100 150 1547.2 10 
18.5 0.5 5.5 0.164 5.582 5.418 100 150 1547.2 8 
0.01 I 5.5 0.164 5.582 5.418 100 150 1546.9 10 
0.01 1.5 5.5 0.164 5.582 5.418 100 150 1540.9 10 
0.01 15.5 5.5 0.164 5.582 5.418 100 150 1560.1 10 
21 34 5.5 0.164 5.582 5.418 100 150 1546.7 10 
Similar to the homodyne case, the two-dimensional reference graph shown in Figure 63 
reveals that the narrowest linewidth, within the 10 MHz manufacturer's specification, occurs 
predominantly when the back mirror current is held between 0 and 2 rnA. The front mirror; 
however, seems to be restricted between 0 and 22 rnA for low linewidth results. Recall this was 
not the case for the homodyne case where the front mirror could taken on any value between 0 
and 35 rnA. Figure 64 shows a graph of the modulated linewidth with respect to output 
wavelength at each front mirror / back mirror bias setting. 
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Measured Linewidth vs. Wavelength 
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Figure 64 - Bar chart of modulated Iinewidth with respect to wavelength. The output wavelengths 
that yield relatively high and low laser Iinewidths are shown. 
The bar graph shown in Figure 64 reveals certain wavelengths that should be avioded when a 
narrow linewidth is required. In particular 1544.94, 1534.03, 1541.08, 1540.08, 1540.54, and 
1540.07 nm. The measured linewidth is greater than 200 MHz at these wavelengths. 
This information is important for future applications invovling microwave signal 
generation using SG-DBR laser technology where a 10 MHz linewidth or less is required. 
Furthermore, what the heterodyne and homoydne linewidth data also address is that the average 
laser linewidth across the entire current tuning range is approximatley 25 MHz for this particular 
laser setup and design. 
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XI. Microwave Signal Generation: Series IV 
DC Coupled Phase Section 
The last series of the microwave signals took on a new approach towards biasing the 
phase section of the laser. As seen in Figure 53, p.105, a droop in the square wave amplitude is 
caused by the RC time constant inherent from the bias-To The 3.18 kHz bias-T was built to 
minimize the drooping effect. Recall the high pass, -3 dB comer frequency of the bias-T should 
be less than 1.43 kHz to insure that no amplitude clipping is present. This will allow all of the 
RF square waveform to reach the phase section of the laser. Recall 1.43 kHz is two decades less 
than the 143 kHz modulation frequency. Hence given 1.43 kHz is less than the high pass 3.18 
kHz comer frequency, implies that yet a small amount of the square wave amplitude will still be 
clipped. Due to this effect, the bias-Twas removed from the system to eliminate the RC time 
constant contributing to the amplitude droop. 
The function generator used to current modulate the phase section was tied directly to the 
phase current input on the laser. The high/low feature on the function generator was used to 
account for the necessary phase section DC offset. The offset is require to mitigate any chance 
of reverse biasing the laser diode upon square wave switching. A current limiting resistor was 
attached to the phase section input as well to convert the voltage based function generator to a 
current source. A reverse bias protection diode was also installed, via shunt to ground from the 
limiting resistor, as an extra safety precaution to protect the laser from reverse biasing. The low 
pass filters on the current inputs of the laser were also used, as well as the inline optical isolator. 
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High Bandwidth Microwave Signals 
With the function generator sucessfully DC coupled to the phase section of the laser, new 
microwave signals were generated of which utilized the full bandwidth of the ESA. Figure 65 
shows the microwave signals generated upon DC coupling the phase section. As before, the top 
value shown in the box is the peak-to-peak current amplitude used to acquire the specified signal. 
The bottom value in the box is the modulated linewidth of the laser measured from the spectral 
width of signal. 
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Figure 65 - (a) Series IV low frequency microwave signals: 0.5 to 2.5 GHz bandwidth. (b) Mid 
frequency microwave signals: 6.6 to 12.6 GHz bandwidth. (c) High frequency microwave signals; 
12 to 18 GHz bandwidth. Nominal laser bias conditions, 143 kHz square wave modulation 
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frequency, duty cycle = 50%. The cascaded 0 to 20 GHz high frequency amplifiers, and 0 to 20 
GHz high frequency ESA were used. 
The ability to generate relativly narrow sepctral width and low noise signals as high as 17 
GHz was not possible until the DC coupling experiment. This test has shown that the RC time 
constant inherent from the bias-T has been a major limiting factor for high frequency microwave 
signal generation and linewidth reduction. Figure 66 shows the linewidth dependence results of 
the most recent series IV microwave signals. 
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Linewidth Dependence on Microwave Frequency
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Figure 66 - (a) Linewidth dependence on the phase section peak-to-peak modulation current from 
the series IV microwave signals; least square best-fit line and equation shown. (c) Linewidth 
dependence on microwave difference frequency. 
Notice from Figure 66(a) the change in linewidth with respect to modulation current for the 
microwave signals generated via DC coupling the phase section is 18.158 MHz-per-rnA. Recall 
from Figure 58(a), the change in linewidth is 76.085 MHz-per-rnA for the microwave signals 
generated when the 3.18 kHz bias-T was attached to the phase section. Likewise, from Figure 
66(b) the change in linewidth with respect to microwave-difference frequency via DC coupling 
the phase section is 0.0024 MHz (2.4 kHz)-per-MHz. Recall from Figure 58(c), the change in 
linewidth is 0.016 MHz (16 kHz)-per-MHz for the microwave signals generated when the 3.18 
kHz bias-Twas utilized. These results conclude that DC coupling the phase section of the laser 
yields a narrower spectral width microwave signal, which in tum decreases the measured 
modulated linewidth of the laser. Notice from the new signal data that there still exists a 
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significant increase in measured linewidth as the peak-to-peak modulation current increases. 
This is a drawback that has yet to be completely mitigated; however, major steps have been 
taken to narrow the spectral width of the microwave signals, and the linewidth of the laser since 
the first series of microwave data presented in Chapter V. 
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XII. Time Resolved Optical Frequency Performance 
Recent Approach to Thennal Transient Measurement & Modeling 
New research in the area of thennal induced transients has been perfonned by Mulvihill 
and O'Dowd in their work on thennal transient measurements, modeling, and compensation of 
widely tunable lasers for optical switching networks. Refer to [15]. According to the authors, by 
using optical-only routing for telecommunications infonnation trafficing, the traffic flow would 
be much faster and more streamlined. As such, tunable lasers are a key component in optical 
routers. When the laser is switched at high speeds, red-shifted thennal effects, due to the heating 
effects of the applied currents, cause a drift in the optical frequency. This ultimately causes 
communication errors in the trafficing signals. The authors' work invovled investigating the 
thennal effects both experimentally and theoretically in order to compensate for the transients. 
Figure 67 shows the measurement system used by the authors. A diode GCSR (grating­
coupled sampled rear reflector) laser is output through free space into a Fabry-Perot 
interferometer (FPI). A DC bias current source powers the laser and a switching signal produced 
by a pulse generator is fed into the phase section of the laser using a bias-T. The beam from the 
laser is collimated and launched into the FPI. The FPI output is sent to a high bandwidth 
photodetector via short focal length lens. The principle of the FPI is that it causes a bandpass 
filtering effect. The FPI passband is then stepped over the relevant range and the ouput is 
recorded using the high-speed photodetector and a digital sampling scope. The output from the 
scope is then built up with each step of the bandpass, equivalent to the FPI setting. Thus the 
ouput may be resolved in optical frequency with respect to time. 
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Figure 67 - Experimental high-speed setup of thermal transient measurement system. All 
equipment is controlled through Lab View - GPIB (general purpose interface bus) [15]. 
The results of the output from the oscilloscope layered on top of each other are shown in Figure 
68. Measured from the figure, the first resulting thermal time constant is 100 ns. 
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Figure 68 - FPI output seen on the oscilloscope at a 192.5 THz - channel, with a phase section pcak­
to-peak input current of 1 rnA lIS]. 
Figure 69 shows the results for two different phase-switching current inputs. The model 
gives an accurate description of the thermal drift. The magnitude of the thermal drift in the first 
time constant is the same in the experimental result as in the modeled result. The model shows a 
slight drift after 300 ns, accurately simulating the experimental result. The drift is ultimately due 
to the second thermal time constant. In the phase section, the second time constant is rather 
weak due to heat diffusion coefficient across the chip. Since the phase section is small; however, 
the heating effects are more localized in that section, contributing to a relatively large initial time 
constant. The second and third time constants have less of an impact to the overall result. The 
first time constant measured from Figure 69(a) is 100 ns, while the first thermal time constant 
measured from Figure 69(b) is 95 ns [15]. The authors' work towards compensating for these 
thermal transients involved using arbitrary waveform current generators for the phase section 
input. This in tum changes the thermal frequency response as a function of time. 
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Figure 69 - (a) Thermal drift comparison between experimental and theoretical results, at a 195.2 
THZ - channel, and a 1 rnA peak-to-peak switch. The modeled drift is denoted as the dashed line, 
and the experimental is denoted as the solid line. (b) Thermal drift comparison between 
experimental and theoretical results, at a 195.2 THZ - channel, and a 2 rnA peak-to-peak switch 
[15]. 
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Thermal Induced Transients from the SG-DBR Laser 
Linewidth broadening under square wave modulation has been recognized as a 
fundamental concern for narrow spectral width microwave signal generation. To further 
investigate this problem, a time resolved frequency step measurement was performed to quantify 
the time interval over which the microwave signal is off, and to identify a mechanism for 
microwave signal broadening beyond the CW (continuous-wave) linewidth performance of the 
laser. The technique behind this experiment was similar to that described in [15]. 
The experimental setup for the time resolved experiment was similar to the frequency 
response measurement setup shown in Figure 31 (c), p.51, with an oscilloscope replacing the 
spectrum analyzer. Refer to Figure 70. 
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Figure 70 - Experimental set up of time resolved optical frequency step measurement. 
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The laser output was placed on the negative skirt of the bandpass filter. Refer to Figure 71 ­
position A. The phase section was current modulated via DC coupling with a 4.40 rnA peak-to­
peak square waveform at a 5 rnA offset. Similar to the frequency response meaurement, the 
bandpass filter acts as a wavelength discriminator converting frequency changes to inensity 
changes that are photodetected and measured on the oscilloscope. The process was repeated 
with the laser placed on the positive skirt of the filter, Figure 71 - position: B, and in the center of 
the passband, position: C. 
Power 
(dBm) 
Optical Frequency 
(THz) 
Figure 71 - Diagram showing the different locations of the lasing output mode beating back and 
forth, via square wave modulation, against the filter skirts. A: negative skirt, B: positive skirt, C: 
passband center. 
Figure 72 shows the results of the time resolved optical frequency measurement. The circles 
highlight thermal transients effecting the frequency switching time of the laser. The transients 
have been identified to be on the order of 200 ns in duration. Similar to [15], these time 
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constants are likely caused by heat diffusion across the phase section of SG-DBR chip. The 
presence of thermal transients broadens the width of the microwave signal generated by the self-
heterodyne technique. This in turn broadens the measured linewidth of the laser. 
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Figure 72 - Relative frequency as a function of time for an RF square wave modulated at 143 kHz. 
The circled regions highlight the overshoot locations of the optical frequency caused by thermal 
induced transients. Trace (A) is for the case of the laser wavelength positioned longer that the filter 
passband - negative skirt. Trace (B) is for positioning shorter than the filter passband - positive 
skirt. Trace (C) is for centering of the laser on the filter passband - center of the filter. 
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Switching Time Analysis 
The switching time of the SG-DBR laser was also observed from the time resolved step 
measurement. Figure 73 shows the transition time between the two optical wavelengths. At first 
glance a wavelength switching time of approximately 40 ns was observed. By examining the 
electrical square waveform from the function generator on the oscilloscope, an electrical 
switching time of 16 ns was seen. This results in a net wavelength switching time of 24 ns for 
the SG-DBR laser. It is important to note that the 40 ns switching time seen from the time 
resolved step measurement is dominated as the lag in rise time of the wavelength switching 
waveform. 
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Figure 73 - Zoomed in frequency step measurement. The circled area labeled "Rise Time" shows 
the switching time between sequential optical frequencies. Trace (A) is for the case of the laser 
wavelength positioned longer that the filter passband - negative skirt. Trace (B) is for positioning 
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shorter than the filter passband - positive skirt. Trace (C) is for centering of the laser on the filter 
passband - center of the filter. 
Recall from [2], switching times of 5 ns have been achieved for this class of diode lasers. 
However, these results were obtained only under pre-emphasis switching environments where 
amplitude overshoot or undershoot conditions of the RF current square waveform were 
nonlinearly emphasized. Recalling the frequency response measurements presented in Figure 
31(a), p.50, switching times on the order of 10 ns (l/{lOOMHz}) should be possible. The 
microwave signals generated in this project are thus continuous wave with the exception of the 
the 24 ns switching time of the laser wavelength output. 
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XIII. Conclusion & Future Work 
A technique to generate microwave signals using a single tunable SG-DBR laser in a self­
heterodyne configuration is demonstrated. This method of photonic microwave signal 
generation does not require the use of a master-slave laser configuration, an external microwave 
drive source, or a mode locked laser. Narrow width microwave signals up to 17 GHz have been 
generated upon current modulating the phase section of the laser with an RF square waveform. 
Comparing this method to a recent microwave signal generation technique using DFB lasers; see 
Figure 9(b), p.17, has led to narrower spectral width signals and relatively constant signal 
amplitudes across the frequency band with a signal to noise ratio reduction. Furthermore, such 
early stage signals bring forth potential applications such as LIDAR and OCT research, 
millimeter wave generation, telecommunications industry uses including 3.5 to 4 GHz bandwidth 
wireless area networks, bluetooth applications, air traffic control radar, and more. 
A high frequency laser package was designed to minimize the transition time during 
wavelength switching. The wavelength switching architecture of the laser has been 
characterized across the entire current tuning range for the front and back mirrors. A 125 
GHz/mA tuning resolution has been established for the front and back mirrors, and a 5 GHz/mA 
resolution for the phase section. The complete SG-DBR lasing spectrum from 1520 to 1565 nm 
has also been characterized. Modulation frequency response n1easurements have shown that 10 
ns switching times are promising for this class of diode lasers. 
Robustness against temperature has been shown as well. An optical frequency change of 
85 GHz per 4°C has been concluded. This equates to a nominal temperature coefficient of 0.125 
nm/C, and has been acquired upon DC bias and current modulation conditions of the SG-DBR 
laser. Furthermore, a temperature tolerance of ±4°C with respect to the 22°C operating 
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temperature has been measured from low frequency microwaves signals. This yields a tolerable 
laser operating temperature of 18 to 26°C during microwave signal generation. 
Four evolutions of microwave signals have been presented. Each evolution has shown 
significant improvements in spectral width and linewidth narrowing, as well as improvements in 
the signal to noise ratio and relative phase noise. By modifying the hardware in the laser system, 
measured laser linewidth values from the spectral width of self-homodyne and heterodyne­
microwave signals has improved from approximately 150 MHz to 20 MHz. 
An extensive unmodulated linewidth characterization program was written and 
implemented to show optimal DC bias conditions for the SG-DBR laser segments during CW 
lasing. Conversely, an extensive modulated linewidth characterization program was written and 
implemented to show optimal bias conditions for the SG-DBR laser segments during microwave 
signal generation. Low back mirror current inputs have shown narrow unmodulated and 
modulated linewidth results on order of 10 MHz. Data from both linewidth characterization 
programs also show current bias conditions that cause linewidth broadening. A typical choice 
would be to avoid these bias settings during CW lasing and microwave signal generation. 
Time resolved frequency step experiments were performed to characterize the optical 
frequency response of the laser during wavelength switching. Thermal induced transients have 
been identified as a considerable drawback to obtaining measured linewidth values of 
approximately 10 MHz throughout the entire current tuning range. Average time constants of 
200 ns have been identified from the time resolved frequency step measurement. Net 
wavelength switching times of 24 ns were also recognized. 
Future research towards continuing to reduce the linewidth of the laser involves 
experiments similar to the setup shown in Figure 46(a). A discriminator technique to 
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compensate for linewidth broadening using an optical feedback mechanism is currently being 
investigated. The method, similar to [14], will be able to compare the square wave switching 
profile of the two optical frequencies to the electrical square wave used to modulate the phase 
section of the laser. By recognizing the difference between these profiles, a feedback control 
loop can be established to compensate for possible frequency jitter in the wavelength switching 
profile of the output laser light. This will lead to the generation of narrower spectral width 
microwave signals, of which will yield results closer to the 10 MHz linewidth available from the 
SG-DBR laser. 
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Appendix A - JDS Uniphase SG-DBR Laser Specifications
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Appendix B - CIDRA Tunable Bandpass Filter Specifications
 
Operational Specifications 
Parameter Target Spec Comments 
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".;\;':I'-J8Ie"(;11 
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+. ­ 'I () J)/ll -:e::08olob I t:i 
l11eu~·lI",? is not 
ad:: i:i'-.'!? :0 -::-verul 
'·.-"·;i.l·ic:.len~rh 
.,s.CCI. r<1c:,: n?asure 
Optical Specifications 
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-:: ::i Co Bc:m·::I··:,:j(lth :' + - '00 ::0111 , St?'? n·::ts 
-;:::) -::IB B<1IKI-.',: ::!Ih < + - :::ell) ::0111 . St?'? n·::I!? 
IIE'?'1ion L:)'3': 1+ ­ '':0 de l11ax 
I(i(opm F;'i) 7 dE' Ty::oiCJ 
,Inclll-::le~. :'['L I 
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Electrical Specifications 
Parameter Target Spec Comments 
+'12 \/[)(', +:'- 5r.,:­
-'12 \/[:1(': +"-')(') 
\/oltage Ripple (rllaXJ +5 \/0(:. 100 nl\/ 
+12 '../[u,::l 00 rn\/ 
-12 \/[)(~ r1 00 ni\! 
C)pe~'atin~~ C:urrent OllQX) ·5 \l[)C: (!:]!1 00 nlO 
+·12 \/01,: ((1:": ~ 00 ITlft 
- 12 \/[)(: :lli tOO IT18 
.A.tjd~tic nal + 2\/ 
requirenlents: 
1 arnp \vt1He tuning 
2 anlps peok. 
100n15 duration. 
<3VV leHe 
':ornrrlun': c:ltion 
Interacel 
SPi (Sepol Ft eript1erQI 
Interface) 
2.0 ~/Hz nldX CrOCK 
rate 
~:ornlrlunfcation 
Interface 2 
RS232 Baud r()te settobre up 
to 15.2K Baud 
Environmental Specifications 
Parameter Target Spec Comments 
Terrlpenlture 
C)pe~'ating 
Storage 
oto 70 C: 
-40 tc +85 (: 
Huniidity 
C)perating 
Storage 
20':', to 85')':0 Rrl. non­
con:jensing ::g~'40C~) 
E,~,: to ~1~5();.:. RH. ncn­
condensing 
f! ~ , • I C't ' 1\: ecnol1 ICO ~'7:' lOCK ;00<3. 4nlS I 2 sine. -3 
s110cl\s on each o~ t3 
axes 
\libration to-55Hz sine. 0.02 Hlcn 
pk-pk d~sp~acenlent 30 
rninutes:jufation 
,Altitude: C)peratin~~:1 4600 rn ('1:5000 ft) 
obove seo level 
Per (3R-e3-C~)RE 
Sect. 4.1.3 
.Altitude {Non-t)perotin9) ! 5.000 nl (, f.O ,000 ftl 
a::n)V8 sea level. ':25C 
olllbient ten,pert)ture 
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Mechanical and Packaging Specifications 
Parameter Target Spec Comments 
L:sa~le 1use" uctuatic,ol ;jer 
nour typ.ca 
Size imm) 20C· h x '1 i~G (j x2:2 ::' w 
modJIB 
V·.feig'1: :2 4 kg 
t·,· eci1unb.11 r'·,l(j~lntin~1 Per ODRA 
[lra',vin9 No. 8Ci532-1}1 
Optic~1 :'1:e1,1(e meter lon9 Sr'.IF-2i~, 
fiber leuds V~itll FCiUPC 
cOlnectors 
Bille brtnd on 
struh relie+ 
denotes output 
titler 
F'o'......erCornmun:calion 
Inter'ace 
'1::, ~1I)si:ion f..lale D-Sub 
Cornector 
£Jl ~L1nct::)n 
I + 1:;,+24\/ 
2 PO\,ier Gn:j 
3 Di9ital Gnd 
4 Reserved 
~ Rx InpJtiRS232I~, 
::: ResE!lved'0' 
? f',10St ;SPI: 
8 ,'(S (SP!: 
£i + 12\1 
10 -12'''/ 
1'1 +~I\/ 
12 PGt\~ (In (:ircui: 
Reprogramming) 
13 Tx Output( RS232} 
14 SCLK:SPI: 
15 r',lIS0 i, SP:: 
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Appendix C - MATLAB Code: Unmodulated Linewidth Measurement
 
Program 
%This program will measure the linewidth of a generated homodyne signal from the SG-DBR Lasers: IDS &
 
Bookham
 
%WARNING
 
%When moving from a homodyne program to a heterodyne program, or
 
%visa-versa, always CLEAR the workspace-window
 
%NOTE: This progmm will only work for homodyne data
 
%Read the .csv file with the frequency and power data arrays as the first step
 
%WARNING: This M-file must be in the same windows-location as the .csv file
 
%Read in all the frequency data-armys
 
f= csvread('Homodyne Data File.csv', 7, 0, [7,0,999,0]);
 
%Convert the frequency data from kHz to GHz
 
f= f/(IE6);
 
%Read in all the power data-arrays
 
P = csvread('Homodyne Data File.csv', 7,1, [7,1,999,1]);
 
%Set maximum army size, or the total number of data points
 
%Note for the low-frequency ESA, N = 993 (0.012 GHz to 1.5 GHz - 1000 data points)
 
N =993;
 
%Find peak power data and the -3 dB, -10 dB, -20 dB, & -30 dB power values
 
P_max = max(P);
 
P_3db = P_max-3;
 
P_lOdb = P_max-lO;
 
P_20db = P_max-20;
 
P_30db = P_max-30;
 
for n=I:N 
%Flag the maximum power value and the minimum frequency value 
if (P(n) = P_max) 
Cmin = f(n);
 
end
 
%Flag the -3 dB power value, if it exists in the data set, and flag the resulting -3 dB frequency value
 
if(P(n) = P_3db)
 
C3db = f(n);
 
LW_3db = (C3db-Cmin);
 
%Ifthe -3 dB power value does not exist in the data set, flag the values within a specified range of the
 
%calculated -3 dB power value and use the last army-value within that mnge as the -3 dB power value;
 
%then proceed to flag the resulting -3 dB frequency value
 
elseifP(n) < P_3db-(-0.3) & P(n) > P_3db+(-0.3)
 
C3db = f(n); 
LW_3db = (C3db-Cmin);
 
end
 
%Flag the -10 dB power value, if it exists in the data set, and flag the resulting -10 dB frequency value 
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if(P(n) = P_lOdb)
 
ClOdb = f(n);
 
LW_lOdb = (ClOdb-f_min)/sqrt(9); 
%Ifthe -10 dB power value does not exist in the data set, flag the values within a specified range of the 
%calculated -10 dB power value and use the last array-value within that range as the -10 dB power value; 
%then proceed to flag the resulting -10 dB frequency value 
elseifP(n) < P_lOdb-(-O.3) & P(n) > P_lOdb+(-O.3) 
CIOdb = f(n); 
LW_10db = (UOdb-Cmin)/sqrt(9);
 
end
 
%F1ag the -20 dB power value, if it exists in the data set, and flag the resulting -20 dB frequency value 
if(P(n) = P_20db) 
C20db = f(n); 
LW_20db = (C20db-Cmin)/sqrt(99); 
%If the -20 dB power value does not exist in the data set, flag the values within a specified range ofthe 
%calculated -20 dB power value and use the last array-value within that range as the -20 dB power value; 
%then proceed to flag the resulting -20 dB frequency value 
elseif P(n) < P_20db-(-0.3) & P(n) > P_20db+(-0.3) 
C20db = f(n); 
LW_20db = (C20db-Cmin)/sqrt(99);
 
end
 
%Flag the -30 dB power value, ifit exists in the data set, and flag the resulting -30 dB frequency value 
if(P(n) = P_30db) 
C30db = f(n); 
LW_30db = (C30db-Cmin)/sqrt(999); 
%Ifthe -30 dB power value does not exist in the data set, flag the values within a specified range of the 
%calculated -30 dB power value and use the last array-value within that range as the -30 dB power value; 
%then proceed to flag the resulting -30 dB frequency value 
elseif P(n) < P_30db-(-0.3) & P(n) > P_30db+(-0.3) 
C30db = f(n); 
LW_30db = (C30db-Cmin)/sqrt(999); 
end 
end 
%Display the 3 dB linewidth, if it exists, in MHz 
'The -3 dB Linewidth, in MHz, is:' 
LW 3db*1000 
%Display the 10 dB linewidth, if it exists, in MHz 
if(P(N) > -10 IP(N) > -10 + P_max) 
LW IOdb=O·
- , 
end 
if(LW_IOdb = 0) 
'The -10 dB Linewidth does not exist' 
else 
'The -10 dB Linewidth, in MHz, is:' 
LW 10db*1000 
end 
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%Display the 20 dB linewidth, if it exists, in MHz 
if(P(N) > -20 IPeN) > -20 + P_max) 
LW_20db=0; 
end 
if(LW_20db = 0) 
'The -20 dB Linewidth does not exist' 
else 
'The -20 dB Linewidth, in MHz, is:' 
LW 20db*1000 
end 
%Display the 30 dB linewidth, if it exists, in MHz 
if(P(N) > -30 IPeN) > -30 + P_max) 
LW_30db=0; 
end 
if(LW_30db = 0) 
'The -30 dB Linewidth does not exist' 
else 
'The -30 dB Linewidth, in MHz, is:' 
LW 30db*1000 
end 
%Find the average linewidth & display that result 
if(LW_IOdb -=0 & LW_20db -=0 & LW_30db -= 0) 
M=4; 
end 
if(LW_lOdb = 0 & LW_20db = 0 & LW_30db = 0) 
M=I; 
end 
if(LW_lOdb -= 0 & LW_20db = 0 & LW_30db = 0) 
M=2; 
end 
if(LW_lOdb -= 0 & LW_20db -= 0 & LW_30db = 0) 
M=3; 
end 
'The resulting average linewidth of the homodyne signal, in MHz, is: ' 
LWave 
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Appendix D - MATLAB Code: Modulated (Heterodyne) Linewidth
 
MeasurennentProgrann
 
%This program will measure the linewidth of a generated heterodyne-microwave signal from the SG-DBR Lasers:
 
JDS & Bookham
 
%WARNING
 
%Input the frequency and power data arrays into the command window before running this program
 
%When moving from a homodyne program to a heterodyne program, or
 
%visa-versa, always CLEAR the workspace-window
 
%NOTE: This program will only work for heterodyne data
 
%Read the .csv file with the frequency and power data arrays as the first step
 
%WARNING: This M-file must be in the same windows-location as the .csv file
 
%Read in all the frequency data-arrays
 
f= csvread('Heterodyne Data File.csv', 7, 0, [7,0,999,0]);
 
%Convert the frequency data from kHz to GHz
 
f= f/(IE6);
 
%Read in all the power data-arrays
 
P = csvread('Heterodyne Data File.csv', 7, I, [7,1,999,1]);
 
%Set maximum array size, or the total number of data points
 
%Note for the low-frequency ESA, N = 993 (0.012 GHz to 1.5 GHz - 1000 points)
 
N =993;
 
%Find peak power data and the -3 dB & -10 dB power values
 
P_max = max(P);
 
P_3db = P_max-3;
 
P_lOdb = P_max-IO;
 
forn=I:N 
%Flag the maximum power value and the minimum frequency value 
if (P(n) = P_max) 
Cmax= f{n); 
end 
end 
for n=I:N 
%Flag the -3 dB power value, if it exists in the data set, and flag the FIRST resulting -3 dB frequency value 
if(P(n) = P_3db & f{n) < Cmax) 
CI_3db = f(n); 
P_1_3db = P(n);
 
%Ifthe -3 dB power value does not exist in the data set, flag the values within a specified range of the
 
%calculated -3 dB power value and use the last array-value within that range as the -3 dB power value;
 
%then proceed to flag the FIRST resulting -3 dB frequency value
 
elseifP(n) < P_3db-(-0.3) & P(n) > P_3db+(-0.3) & f(n) < Cmax
 
CI_3db = f(n); 
P_1_3db = P(n); 
end 
%Flag the -3 dB power value, if it exists in the data set, and flag the SECOND resulting -3 dB frequency value 
if(P(n) = P_3db & f{n) > Cmax) 
C2_3db = f(n); 
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P_2_3db = P(n);
 
%If the -3 dB power value does not exist in the data set, flag the values within a specified range of the
 
%calculated -3 dB power value and use the last array-value within that range as the -3 dB power value;
 
%then proceed to flag the SECOND resulting -3 dB frequency value
 
elseifP(n) < P_3db-(-0.3) & P(n) > P_3db+(-0.3) & f(n) > Cmax
 
C2_3db = f(n);
 
P_2_3db = P(n);
 
end
 
%Flag the -10 dB power value, if it exists in the data set, and flag the FIRST resulting -10 dB frequency value 
if(P(n) = P_lOdb & f(n) < Cmax)
 
CI_IOdb = f(n);
 
P_I_lOdb= P(n);
 
%Ifthe -10 dB power value does not exist in the data set, flag the values within a specified range of the
 
%calculated -10 dB power value and use the last array-value within that range as the -10 dB power value;
 
%then proceed to flag the FIRST resulting -10 dB frequency value
 
elseif P(n) < P_lOdb-(-0.3) & P(n) > P_lOdb+(-0.3) & f(n) < C max
 
U_lOdb = f(n); 
P_1_lOdb = P(n); 
end 
%Flag the - I0 dB power value, if it exists in the data set, and flag the SECOND resulting -10 dB frequency value 
if(P(n) = P_lOdb & f(n) > Cmax) 
C2_lOdb = f(n); 
P_2_lOdb = P(n);
 
%Ifthe -10 dB power value does not exist in the data set, flag the values within a specified range ofthe
 
%calculated -10 dB power value and use the last array-value within that range as the -10 dB power value;
 
%then proceed to flag the SECOND resulting -10 dB frequency value
 
elseifP(n) < P_IOdb-(-O.3) & P(n) > P_IOdb+(-O.3) & f(n) > Cmax
 
C2_lOdb = f(n); 
P_2_IOdb = P(n); 
end 
end 
%Display the 3 dB linewidth, ifit exists, in MHz 
if(P(N) > -3 IP(I) > -3 + P_max IP(N) > -3 + P_max) 
LW 3db=0'
- , 
'The -3 dB Linewidth does not exist' 
else 
%From the data above, calculate the linewidth 
LW_3db = (C2_3db-CI_3db)/(2); 
'The -3 dB Linewidth, in MHz, is:' 
LW 3db*1000 
end 
%Display the 10 dB linewidth, if it exists, in MHz 
if(P(N) > -10 IP(I) > -10 + P_max IP(N) > -10 + P_max) 
LW_lOdb=O; 
'The -10 dB Linewidth does not exist' 
else 
%From the data above, calculate the linewidth 
LW_IOdb = (C2_IOdb-CI_lOdb)/(2*sqrt(9»; 
if(LW_lOdb > LW_3db + (90/1000» 
LW 10db = O'
- , 
'The -10 dB Linewidth does not exist'
 
else
 
'The -10 dB Linewidth, in MHz, is:'
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LW IOdb*IOOO 
end 
end 
%Find the average linewidth & display that result 
if(LW_3db = 0) 
LW_ave=O; 
'The average linewidth of the heterodyne signal does not exist' 
'Use homodyne linewidth program.. .' 
else 
if(LW_IOdb = 0) 
M=l;
 
end
 
if(LW_IOdb -= 0 & LW_3db -=0)
 
M=2; 
end 
LW_ave = «LW_3db + LW_lOdb)/M)*IOOO; 
'The resulting average linewidth of the heterodyne signal, in MHz, is: ' 
LWave 
end 
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Appendix E - Bookham SG-DBR Laser Specifications 
LambdaFLEXTM iTLA 
TL5000 Integrable Tunable Laser Assembly 
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Application,,; 
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Optical Characteristics 
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Electrical Characteristics 
TL5000 iTLA Performance 
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Environmental Characteristics 
TL5000 iTLA Pet10rmance 
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['I ',I~ L,,':H 
, '," I 
ITLA Block Diagram 
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Connector Signal Function 
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Mechanical Detail (dimensions in mm) 
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Physical Connectivity 
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Optical Fibre
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iTLi\. (~raphicaIITsel' Interface.
 
Application Note for the Bookham iTLA Evaluation Board 
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Application Board Connection 
\Yheu m('lllltiu~ th€' ilLA to th€' Haluatioll board plea,>t' make Sl1ri:' that all power is 
di'i(,oullt'ctNI aud that th€' two couuector,; fitted to tht' i:"-ahliltioll hoard nri:' alignrd both 
Hrtkall~ and horizoutally "ith th€' ilL\.. 
:: :~ r~:':,,)lll!::~u(:-ed:~:J: :2.Jlg: id:.:·' ~1~re··.Y> :lfC' l1h~:-:t'j lute dl~ l-:-!....~ 11l •.:CB.{:1l.? ~:;::~t~ ·~\·ht'n III P~:~~C.I):: 71) ::'~:('ld 
.:b:'lJ]e {~: th~ ':~'1l.::eCT8r; ii the i:-=-.-\ :; ~i8.:1:~( ~:dc·.Y.r'-'. 
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Software Install 
-=::t- ;T1.-\. Gt1 ;, hl"t-o:'. n~-ll1h:l lht- 01: :".i"='.~. :: ;" .1 'l.l1l,k.~~:::", ",x",.:-nu·:oIt- F-).~r.lt::mt- :l\::.t :::~,uk :::::: r"".IU·t- J:: 
l1l,l.lJ",r :':0 ')FI"::.tt-. ,:-;:::/y ~('I;Y th~ ()IF1':8:<SA."':'~ iil~ ,-n:o ~ ~.Y;n,t: ...y, ~I:O:::I) I);" :,P i::.l,:kn~ ::.nd ;lm tht­
",:,"'~',:tJ :01",. 
Computer Connection 
:-::t- C~1;::pn:C'r i~ (':'1ll1tC~J t(: tht iTL':" C":~hlelI"11 b:,.ld ".'."Ith.l ,t.1ndJ:-':: RS~.~.: (')::I1C'c;')1l1",~d. Th~ ::::,l1o:"..ld 
CI~'::llt(::I:'ll :pee-.:: ,l: nU11 I):: ic, ~)(~(I':I "."'!~'.:J. 
Power Connection 
:::t- :ll,-\. ','.'11: I",quu'''' .1 :.\'.~ '·.;H,l\· '....::::~. ,:1:11;;::11111 :·.:n",n: ':-:lp:,l~;~i:: .. ,:,:' ~ ~lllp",r",,,. A -: ..:\. ,nH,ly I: ~1:(, 
I"qUiI"",d ·.\"Ith.1 ~(;i) :,l:~~> :l;:'.)t-:·t: c.1p::L~i:: ... ThC' I-:I.A '.\';11 nN ~:~I"t '.':;th.:,n: l~,)::: ~1J::OV~:C'; 1:-"';1\; :'ol"C'"t-::t. Th~ 
U11:: ··.'."ht-:: ('ptr::.t:u; ,:(:rrt-,:t::.. ct -'::','( '.\"I~~ <11".1'.': ::},)nt ..j:::('lll.-\. ir::::; :::'" -;"':.' Llil ~Ild IOI1L-\' ir~:::; :::t- .:<:'.: :·cli. 
ITLA Operation 
:(,~::.tt- ,lid ~o:.p''- tht iilC' (JIF:': 8~<SA."':'''' 11l:') c "t-~..lr:t'" t::.:d",r ,'11 tht- ,:011::',)1 Pc. ;" k,n::t :::'" ;T1..:.. .):: :::t­
C"'-::.~n:tlI~~U 1:·':'.1r,1. ( ('IU\~ ~: :hC' 9 '....~y :tS~;'.: .: J':O~:- :-) :hC' :C'HJl C"Ill::·,11l1:.:.l:;"lb. 1='('C ,:.:' :hC' ,')1ll1;·.:tC'r .lud :" th:­
) '....cy ":'IUk,:o:,r ,):: jh:- ;11.':" t·.:,lL.l:iO:'1l b:·::rd. (,:·::m·c tht }\'.' ::I1J .:; ..::y ~1J::'p~:t: :') :h~ ",'.-:,:n::t;(:u ·:"oJ:·".. 
AP::'>: F",':::-I" :':' :::'" t-·:.l~1J::.t:I):: ·x'J:.... ·. '.:p. (ll"':~' ;h.1: th~ tlu''''''' ;rC'tll p'~'.r:-:· L:=:l :w'.I(::1(:r, ::,rC' :it. :::l1d :h", r.y.;, :·t,1 
::"ED llldi.:J:,:or: i::r :)I'S ~llJ RSTat- t-:·:t;I1PI; ,ht-(',, If :ht- D:" ':01" RST :::::l :; Ii: :h~1l1llo:O'·:t- :11'" ".':::ch llt~:t !(, th:­
l11n:::iIlJ:d L::::::) )) tIlJ':olt- U('Hn,11 ':-pt-;·~t;(aL 
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Configuration shell 
:l<:··.:L~ ,:::ct ')11 rho:- 01: I': S:··.IS.~.exe I':;'~lI lC· run :lIe (,)mf,': ~:)P::C.1':')1l. ,<,i.l\eil 1111U\l1l? tlle 01;0 1~S:'<SAe:;:e :11e 
1"·..1) '·.':ll1(k,·.y~ ·,yill i::ll:~lh' "p"ll. :::e 3.:. ::~ ..: ccn:1Jl1.o71"il 'si:::lo'.r .1::d Ih~ LL';.s;~r :,):::i \nu,:,,·,\·. Th", L'~'.s;?o:-r 
;Cfetli ',·..ill di;pLl': :he 'C·::ll11U::I~c.llon :'le';.lg"r.; :iud hex ene, lrc.1hill17":eJ L'r re,:ei':ed br.l,.W"'1l1h~ lTL~ ~ild :I\r. 
(l[F (,1.1 
tJ 
Conlrol: 
CI~cr Lac 
15-'11 !2CO~ 1~:25:5~ : )~cllcd co"l in bill.:ry TIede a: CCCO:U: 
1!j/11 i2COC 1t~S.S< . 'till OJ 00 DC OJ 
CUIIIJIt:lt= LllY I~/II/<LU~ Il:~~:~": ievd:44uL U 
Ems Orlv 
C~/C Co,..-plctc L)g tc fil:;
 
(n14r....hnt rnn·in In I~~l
 
Figult'l 
The 3:.::'':: ':;'~lI::ect::;l1 ,~:-:ill?' "'..::1 defl'.llt :.:' 9~iJ' ),l1.1(: ('il ~;~11'\1F', lli", ',::r.f ':J:: 0:1\')0;e ·.Y::KlI C,llll:\:\1ilj.:.l:i(,m 
F:C thty .1fe phY':~2:>: ~,:Oillle~ ;r.:l (0 I):: ;::e ho:·': ~('1l11-",:1~1'. :::~ 3.:. :~'':: ':ClI:1JllO:l,lil 'sl1l:k,\'" :; :tLL' ::',~ 110:-;; ,hdl 
:~)r ;::e OIf :::terh:~ ~IlJ l,'ner "..:nd"w' :tIlJ ~",;i::? the RS'::3':: C,'U11·?11.f.1C:('1l \'..;::do'.'." ;.':1:: t".:'llllIU;e lh", em;a 
(,1.-=. The L').~?"'1 ~.ild CC' '.':m,1(I\\'; yill ::,,: t~!~::I1Uie 1l"l1\"? :lIe:f 0'.':1\ '.rlll'."··Y~ Jpp::C,1ii"l1le:':::im:e ")\1::,)11. ':O\1t 
tli".·: ':J:: ':,e ill:::ilm,~,. If::',~ ll"i.'l" 1'> ;c.tb:led ',\"Jlh Ihe ,:cuuecr:on ,,,.;;ill? lhey ;::oul.:: d.ck ('ilthr. (,)::11?,-1:"l~ 
(':'UUllS b.l:7"U ',\'::1~:: '.r:L ,1:,0 1I1i;i2'1'><- :he OIf ~(mu"~: lllierflCe \Yl1i:k'1·... :1 (lie i:LA 1; JlreJO:\ (,~::.Il"'(·:;"d JilO:: 
P(,-..;;".:·;",llh".:: ;he Gtl ,.·..ill ,-:,::d .111'):','('I;<'f,1:")11 byie ,llld re''''i·,:''':i :'eph' ff0n: :he 1-=-=-..:.". :~.Il\. ;.n:·::m; llle';~f"'; 
'.'..:J be Ill;:',h~h;d U\ r".,:" ':'11 th~ LI:·~?er ,~:·te::. 
rerl :)TII 
.... p:lC>1 -t ....11I1 
[.:bDit> 
~.=rr~ \In...... 
Clop Jt.:. 
Figlllo? 2 
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OIF Control Screen. 
:-::e- O:F '~:>ll:r,:,: t:ll~ll(,n;> ::r:: :" ~pht i::to u':,; l'~ "ep,lf.l:e :he- ':~,n:>m (JIF en::! ':t11d,:,1' ,~('Il:~,:ol:, F:"'lll th:" ','::11.:1:>-..',' 
the- u;er ',r::: hI.' ~\-,;¢ ;" '~~:l\tl'(,1 th:- b"hJ\·:':l.ll' '~1 (h::- iTLA, ::l"ui;,:,1' ~,:J:':::: "::::! "e: :k,::~e lnu.:; ,~:' dl.:',<:,,:d '::':~ne" 
General Tab Screen. 
l,enelal Stctu~ ThreshJlcs (ptCcl ClPlblities t~S6, Vendol SJe:ifi: 
benelal 
[]6E] JxJO C;W, [)"',,dt rmfiD 
I Dc~Typ= I ~,/ IflA. ne:; :Jldc 
jMFiR 
I flocel 
J....Ul--IICIIl 
\1LLU I 
I~~t I . nff 
0" mill 
I S~rtJo JOJ vlax. :Ol1ns "Icle 
q~nr 
:'u·r.
•I t~F~['ale I )nl4,I,£.N,[)1 1(~(0 
3E4COy.' ".01.111'1: 01.H"... 04.1 5,6(0 
l1<;;nr 
iel~acl: iV O,1.0F~i 0.4 8 
Re,d .l.c:rl 
10C,p 
-I'Roi:cd All nlA~ 
figure .3 
Key FmJ.ction 
1TL~ :::(o:lel 
Se-lecllol\ ,)1 ~0UlIlmll\~".:l'~::' ,bJ :'"te, .!he- 11.'_', lUlld i:·.,k",(,):' ,IK",',', ,he uW.::lll'.:Ul ,bl.1 
IT'" ~1.J~lp')l~ed ,1I1J the- f;·Z::t hJ::.:Ill1:li,~,ii('r '~bP:J';' ,::e (U:l''''nt ,b:~; 1':':1e-1:·etllZ >eJ 
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Status Control Tab. 
:-::~ ~O:--.:: '::(lll~f2.1 ~~'.) :~:,)·.y: th~ ~:t-tu.:, ,)fT::e al:'~nlh ~.ll( i::t~:nlpt: ~llj 'sill ::::;0 :<~l~\': tht .::t::.nn-? or lll::.):~:ll·? I):"" 
J~~mb. \',llen ,1 ;::ol1.1< 1ll,l!Oh;o[ is grecll :hcll {llc S:~l1b I; ~':l:''-c JIl'~ ::~s ':e"ll :::~lll.1:'.:~i· 'e:. Ifw~~,)'.'.' then tht 
'::'.lllS I, ,1(::''-c \:11: [,,:oJ Ii,;::: :hc 1:-:".:1. fC'?l;;cf 
r, p.np.IAI Stclu: ThrF'~h,I,..~ r r-I r.;.1 r \r"l;h li~ip.~ ~~ so. VAnrlnl S1P. ~ifi""': 
Slatu. 
R.,,~t>1I 
SiYrldl 
~LM 
1;., r1, 
W'dlrliny 
Gp.· C;,:.t 
SRQ1,i~. 
hoOt t;.at 
fATALl,iu. 
r, ..., C .... t 
ALhlhiy; 
TCO 
If-tHtv 
~EL 
:EL 
-f-tyL 
n-FRtvl 
:t>../FL 
\IA/;FL \JIl.l;F 
v/rlCQL ~ 
VII -ilHVlL ." ." V/I-ilHVl ." 
IJ/Pvl!~1 IJ/PvI!~ 
" 
r/TL ~ 
" 
~-~tUL ." ." 
 
" FII-FRtvl EI..I:ERL 
F:t>../FL 
'" BLE...­
Fi~IlH' -l 
(I.:' :r~1,1~ 
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Thresholds Control Tab. 
:-:::- IhJ'r.<:(.:d~ (,)lltro: la'.' ~,::i:".':; :::e \1'>=-:' to '>=-: :he lhre~lwld ':.11\l:-~ I::'r :h:- I)P1KGl p{'\Yef, fr"'Cj\lellC':; .lIt<:! 1,1,>e:' 
:\I'l'lllNlll: :"'llll;r.'Ll:'.:rr.' d"""la;i('ll abon,>, 
r 
Q 
Gellelal StetlJ: IIHEShJICS Cptcel ClPlblities t~S6, VendoISJe:ifi: 
I hreshold$ 
Pc·..,-h ~ 1C (dB ~ 10 
'vtr~\"TI, ~ S (JG: Set 1 ) 
~-req h I [j~t I 3 1111-ZJ S~t 3,) 
\l/F'ecTh I G~t I 2,5 fGHz] S~t 5,1 
FTh·rmTh I G?t I <; (T] ",( Inn 
''y'lT'''lc'mTh G,t ('el S::t 100 
R"!::lr"' All 
"f t •• 
:lh",onTh 
\\T:em:L. 
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Optical Control Tab. 
~:~ ('1:)tl(~: "::I~,:-.tr(j: (J') ~.::;::nr~ ~::c: ~e:ttll~ ,):":::c :,:::pii..:::tl irtl:lHt'll:':~' ::-~lh:~ ~,..:,·..'.'ef ~,\':dl1ll tlit '~JpJbihty ~'_:Pl~"~'l1ed b~· :::c 
l-=-=-.~ ..: 1~1111t( ~::-d. 
Oplical 
:rarnel lEJ 
"ewer Sc1pcinl I G:I I -0 :dBml 
-->[E] 
Set H.O 
Gel ~cl 
=requencj Grid luet 1 
=jnt Ch,n Fr~q I Get I 
50 
-86500 
:5-1ZI 
GHz 
--) 
.. _) 
~H 
<;,1 
5) 
13170J 
~D= 
,',Df 
:rp.l1llp.nr.~ lEl 
160~436 
-A~h~n 
1~nh174 
nnl 
GH7 
:nn) 
(orr) 
tvuLul~ F t::a:l 
Sell 'lese: 
1 • •fll~ :In,N,:.r 
Tcmpcr::lturc 
I Got I 
~ 
-n 
2<.Ql 
rlfm 
'C) FA=lrl~1 
oU'PLt ~ ta:e 
. orr 
<;.t 
nn 
IGet I 
Figur~ 6 
Key Foncb.on 
c:-_.lllll~l (:;~: 
c::,lilll~l Stl 
:··.J(B G~{ 
:··.J(B S~i 
O\l;P\I: S:~I~ 
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Capabilities Control Tab. 
:-;:~ ~~'P"_'l~l:ie; ':('l\;:'c'! ;.11:. "!k,-·,:~ {he \l;el' !(. r,,"d ;;:c b:i.: ('1:CL1:;l\.§: pJ:'~,lll::'!erS ~\I:!l'C~"j h' :he ':C::.Ii~':I",d 
l-=-~_~ 
(;",,,,,,,1 St"t,," ThlF<h,lc< r rt~,,1 C,p,blities t~SII. VP.nrlnr S,,,,ifi" 
Callabilities 
Looor _'HI rrcqcc.-.oy G,t -~n50 :G 1;:1 15C1JC (nm 
L3s~r \1 ill Gric I fl.t I 50 GHz 
[»kd r coV'<:' IA II JEIII~ 
B
 -1
r rt ~"I Fnvo"r M" rlFm 
RA~rl 4.11 
rigur" ­
- Key -- Function ­
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MSA Control Tab. 
-=::<- :<S). ,:o~,::tf,'~ 1-11:, "11",,,-, ch~ 'tt1:Il'? ,)f S3S .:::dkf "nJ (n,~<- I, l([tll:: ::,': c')!i<-, :11<- ~\:S). -1~'<: ~':","<-f~ til.: ,~c'.-i,~<­
::'( B (<-lllFtlX1.Uc lUll::' .11\(. E::d-.:ot-Ltft ·,-2.~lIt:_ 
r
 
tj
 
r;p")f~I~1 StFt", T1""h,lc, r ['Itr.,,1 r'['I,hlitie, ~1S6. Venrlrll <;,,,,,ifi, 
MSA 
Cit~erEra~le Llt~erH ~ ,jJ l<I-ZJ ~el ILU)(1 
An.lro ril~",rr IGH,: BB )iyitd Citi-CIA~ 0 .,. ~d 5,) 
\'/C1ic'ofn 
;irusoidal 
rri~n~lIar . IL.:SeL~ I'Ll ~el -~U 
I 5"11 ~ 71 'r) Cpt 7r n Tr""H[E] 
~.
=./l!J"n q, ~et 11~ FOJ.d ,\1 
,./;'.goTh f"G:l 05 I~tl ~el 1) 
Figul'i' ., 
Key Function 
;::l: :::crR S=: _ 
::l::::cr: GET 
:.:"'zcTh SET 
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Vendor Specific Control Tab. 
-::::~ ''-':-11,[.:'1" sl:'e~iii,~ (('::(1..:;; '-11,:, l1,d i,)~' ,l1n)(111~':'. ::,,1\ I)IF :···.::,A :\I11::tlClIS J::d ". l"eJ'; "),KI: th", de'.-i,~~ P'.:·B 
'el:T~~'"mf~ if~::r. ~::e cni:<:ero:: Sdb,'1 
fi""",,,i StFh" Th,,,h,h f f'tr:FI I-:'f',hlitie, 11<;6, Vendor S)e~ifi~ 
Vendor 
Figur" ')
 
Key Function
 
OifC,nd Set 
?C B T~::1P 
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